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„Die Belastung des Hüftgelenkes – 

In vivo Messungen mit instrumentierten Hüftendoprothesen“ 

von Dipl.-Ing. Philipp Damm 

Zusammenfassung 

Der totale Hüftgelenkersatz zählt zu den erfolgreichsten Operationen in der 

Endoprothetik. Jedoch ist das Patientenspektrum in den letzten Jahren immer jünger 

und aktiver geworden. Dadurch ist der Anspruch im Hinblick auf die Belastbarkeit und 

Lebensdauer dieser Implantate gestiegen. Bezüglich dieser erhöhten 

Beanspruchung der Implantate stellt insbesondere der reibungsinduzierte Abrieb der 

Gelenkpartner noch ein Problem dar. Für die Optimierung der Gleitpartner werden 

Daten über die in vivo wirkenden Reibparameter benötigt, um den Gelenkverschleiß, 

große Reibmomente an der Pfanne und daraus folgende Lockerungen der Prothesen 

zu minimieren. Ebenso sind realistische Daten über die auftretenden 

Gelenkbelastungen während der Rehabilitation bzw. im Alltag erforderlich, um Ärzten 

und Patienten Hinweise für eine optimale postoperative Nachbehandlung geben zu 

können. 

Eine im Rahmen dieser Arbeit entwickelte instrumentierte Hüftendoprothese mit einer 

Keramik-Polyethylen Paarung ermöglicht es erstmalig, die Kontaktkräfte und 

Reibmomente in vivo zu messen. 10 Coxarthrose-Patienten wurden mit einem 

solchen instrumentierten Implantat versorgt.  

Beim Gehen wird das Gelenk im Mittel mit einer Kontaktkraft von 248%BW belastet. 

Durch Unterarmgehstützen war es möglich, die Kontaktkraft um 17% (3-Punkt), 

12% (4-Punkt) bzw. 13% beim 2-Punkt Gang zu reduzieren.  

Erstmalige in vivo Messungen zeigten, dass das Reibmoment beim Gehen während 

der gesamten Standphase kontinuierlich ansteigt, mit einem mittleren Maximum von 

0,22%BWm. Jedoch traten große inter-individuelle Unterschiede auf. Der sich 

während jedem Schritt ändernde Reibungskoeffizient deutet darauf hin, dass sich die 

Schmierbedingungen im Gelenkspalt von Mischreibung nach dem Auftreten zu 

Trockenreibung während der Schwungphase ändern. Die großen individuellen 

Unterschiede der wirkenden Reibung werden evtl. durch die individuellen 

Schmiereigenschaften der Synovia verursacht. 
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„Loading of  total hip joint replacements – 

In vivo measurements with instrumented hip implants“ 

by Dipl.-Ing. Philipp Damm 

Abstract 

Total hip joint replacements are one of the most successful operations in joint 

arthroplasty. However, patients have become younger and more active in recent 

years. Thus the requirements for implants in terms of load–carrying ability and 

lifetime have increased. Increased loads and resulting friction-induced wear of the 

joint partners still pose a significant problem. In order to optimize gliding partners of 

the implant, realistic in vivo friction parameters are needed in order to minimize wear 

and moments acting at the cup and subsequent loosening of the implant. 

Representative in vivo joint load data during rehabilitation and everyday activity such 

as walking is also needed in order to improve the patient’s postoperative care. 

As part of this work, an instrumented hip prosthesis with a ceramic-polyethylene 

pairing was developed, creating the unique opportunity to measure contact forces 

and friction moments in vivo for the first time. Ten osteoarthritis patients were 

provided with such instrumented implants as part of this study. 

When walking, the joint is loaded on average with a contact force of 248% BW. Using 

crutches reduced the joint contact force during walking by 17% during 3-point, 

12% during 4-point and 13 % during 2-point gait.  

The unique dataset of in vivo friction during walking has shown that friction torque 

increases continuously during the entire stance phase to an average maximum of 

0.22%BWm. However, great inter-individual variability was observed. 

The changes of the coefficient of friction during every step indicated that the 

lubrication conditions of the fluid film changed from mixed to dry during the swing 

phase. The large individual friction differences may be caused by different lubrication 

properties of the synovial fluid. 
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1. Introduction 

Total hip joint replacements are one of the most successful procedures in joint 

arthroplasty. However, in recent years, candidates for such a joint replacement have 

been getting younger and more athletic [1-2]. Thus, the requirements of implants in 

terms of stability and lifetime have increased. This leads to increased friction-induced 

wear, higher moments at the cup and subsequently to higher loosening risks [3]. In 

order to extend implant life spans, knowledge of realistic in vivo joint loads and 

friction conditions is essential for preclinical testing and optimization of hip implants. 

Such in vivo data on friction and load magnitudes can provide more realistic 

parameters for implant testing. The in vivo measured torsion moment around the 

femoral shaft can be used to optimize fixation of the implant stem. Data on the 

bending moments in the femoral neck may feasible more stable implants used for 

fractures of the femoral neck.  Data on the joint loads acting during different activities 

will allow to improve the physiotherapy following joint replacement and give advice to 

patients with Osteoarthritis. 

Davy et al., Kotzar et al. and Bergmann et al. [5-7] report in vivo load measurements 

in total hip joint replacements. However, contact forces were measured only in a 

group of very old and inactive patients. Furthermore they were not able to measure 

the in vivo friction in the joint. 

The main scope of this work was to access for the first time ever the in vivo hip joint 

loads in a group of relatively young and athletic patients by measuring joint contact 

forces and friction using instrumented implants.  
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2. Objectives 

The first objective of this work was to develop an instrumented hip implant to 

simultaneously measure the in vivo acting friction moment and the contact forces at 

the hip joint. As part of a clinical study, the newly developed instrumented prostheses 

were implanted in ten active osteoarthritis hip patients to help answer the following 

questions: 

 How is the hip joint loaded during postoperative physiotherapy? 

 How effective are forearm crutches to reduce hip joint loading? 

 What are the in vivo friction conditions in artificial hip joints during walking? 

The second objective of the study was to develop a hip implant capable of measuring 

in vivo the friction-induced joint temperatures. Using such implants, it is planned to 

record the temperatures during long lasting activities in patient with implants which 

have different material combinations of head and cup. 
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3. Methods 

3.1. Instrumented hip implant – HipIII 

In order to simultaneously measure in vivo contact forces and friction moments in the 

hip joint an instrumented hip implant with inductive power supply was developed [8]. 

Measurement signals were transmitted at radio frequency to an external device and 

processed in a computer. Following extensive mechanical and biological testing, the 

implant was certified and approved for clinical trials in compliance with the 

“Medizinproduktegesetz” (MPG) and “Richtlinie 90/385/EWC”. 

Ten instrumented implants with the stem size 10 and 12 were manufactured and 

combined with an Al2O3 ceramic head. Each implant was individually calibrated [9] 

and a measurement accuracy of 2% for the contact forces and 1.5% for the moments 

was ascertained. 

See also publication: Total hip joint prosthesis for in vivo measurement of forces 

    and moments DOI: 10.1016/j.medengphy.2009.10.003 

 

3.2. Instrumented hip implant – T-Implant 

In vivo friction in the hip implant depends on both the gliding motion and lubricant 

conditions. We hypothesized that high friction can result in increased joint 

temperatures and possibly in implant loosening. In order to measure the joint 

temperatures, a second instrumented implant was developed. Five prototypes were 

manufactured with a measurement accuracy of 0.01°C. The power supply and data 

transmission are inductive and the implant can be combined with all common 

head/cup pairings. The instrumented implant was certified in compliance with the 

“Medizinproduktegesetz” (MPG) and “Richtlinie 90/385/EWC” and approved for a 

clinical trial. 

See also publication: High-tech hip implant for wireless temperature 

 measurements in vivo DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0043489 
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3.3. Instrumented forearm crutches 

Two instrumented forearm crutches were manufactured to measure the longitudinal 

crutch force synchronously to the in vivo joint load, depending on the type of crutch 

support. Two load transducers (KM30z-2kN, ME-Meßsystem GmbH, Germany) were 

integrated in the lower part of the crutches. The transducers were connected to the 

external equipment by cables. A physiotherapist adjusted the crutch lengths 

according to the patients needs.  

3.4. Patients 

Ten patients were selected to take part in the clinical trial; study scope, risk and 

procedures were explained and written consent was obtained from all patients to take 

part in the clinical trial (Table 1). Implantations of the instrumented implants (HipIII) 

were performed at the „Klinik für Endoprothetik“ of the “Sana Kliniken” in 

Sommerfeld/Kremmen, Germany.  

Table1: Patients of the clinical trial 

Patient 

Age 

at implantation 

[years] 

Sex 

[m/f] 
Implantation 

Bodyweight 

[kg] 

Body height 

[cm] 

H1L 55 m Apr. 2010 73 178 

H2R 62 m Aug. 2010 75 172 

H3L 59 m Nov. 2010 92 168 

H4L 51 m Jan. 2011 83 178 

H5L 62 f Apr. 2011 87 168 

H6R 67 m Nov. 2011 85 176 

H7R 52 m Nov. 2011 90 179 

H8L 55 m Apr. 2012 90 178 

H9L 54 m Sep. 2012 118 181 

H10R 53 f Jan. 2013 100 164 
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3.5. Measurement values 

Contact forces and friction moments 

The 3D joint contact forces and friction moments were measured in a implant-based 

coordinate system, which is located at the center of the implant head. These loads 

were converted into the femur-based coordinate system with its origin at the center of 

the femoral head [10]. The fixed reference points for the x/y/z coordinate system are 

lateral/anterior/superior. The resultant contact force (Fres) acting onto the joint center 

is calculated from its three components. Similar to the contact force the friction 

moments were measured around the x/y/z axes of the femur based coordinate 

system (flexion-extension/abduction-adduction/internal-external rotation) and the 

resultant friction moment (Mres) was calculated there from the three components. 

See also publication: Friction in Total Hip Joint Prosthesis Measured In Vivo 

    during Walking DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0078373 

  In vivo hip joint loads during three methods of  walking 

   with forearm crutches DOI: 10.1016/j.clinbiomech.2012.12.003 

    In vivo hip joint loading during post-operative   

    physiotherapeutic exercises DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0077807 

 

Torsion and bending moments 

In addition to the acting forces and moments at the joint, the torque Mtors around the 

bone/shaft interface can have a significant influence on the primary stability of the 

joint replacement. Mtors depends on the joint contact forces, the individual implant 

geometry and the implant position in the femur. 

After femoral neck fractures the bending moment Mbend in the neck can be a critical 

factor for the healing process. Mbend is determined by the contact forces acting onto 

the joint and its 3D lever arm relative to the fracture.  

See also publication: In vivo hip joint loading during post-operative   

    physiotherapeutic exercises DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0077807 

  In vivo hip joint loads during three methods of walking with 

   forearm crutches DOI: 10.1016/j.clinbiomech.2012.12.003 
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Coefficient of friction and friction-induced power 

Friction in total hip joint replacements mainly depends on the lubrication properties of 

the synovia, the materials of the gliding partners and their surface roughness, and on 

the gliding speed. To characterize the friction coefficient µ in vivo and compare it with 

data from in vitro simulator studies, the Coulomb friction model was used. During 

walking, the hip joint rotates around all three axes of movement. Thus the model of 

Coloumb was transformed into a three-dimensional approach. With the input of Fres 

and Mres the coefficient µ was then calculated the first time ever in vivo over the entire 

gait cycle of walking. 

Friction results in a temperature increase in the implant, which is proportional to the 

friction-induced power loss in the joint. This power is determined by the product of the 

friction force between the gliding surfaces and the gliding speed. Average values of 

this power loss were calculated during the walking cycle, for extension and flexion 

separately.  

See also publication: Friction in Total Hip Joint Prosthesis Measured In Vivo 

    during Walking DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0078373 

 

3.6. Investigated activities 

Hip joint loads during level walking 

Level walking is one of the activities that every patient should be able to perform 

even shortly after total hip joint replacement surgery. However, up to now there was 

no data available about the friction during this activity. 

The in vivo measurements were performed three months post surgery during level 

walking. The patients were asked to walk several times on level ground over a 

distance of 10m at a self-selected speed. The in vivo hip joint contact forces and 

friction moments were measured and analysed.  

See also publication: Friction in Total Hip Joint Prosthesis Measured In Vivo 

    during Walking DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0078373 
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Hip joint loads during physiotherapeutic exercises 

Following total joint arthroplasty, physiotherapeutic exercises are the first kind of 

activities the patient has to perform post surgery. However, during the first weeks 

after joint replacement bone ingrowths at the implant interface is still susceptible to 

micro movement which can jeopardise the implant stability. Therefore protecting the 

implant from high forces and high torque around the implant stem is crucial during the 

early stages after surgery. 

However, up to today there exists no realistic data on in vivo hip joint loading during 

post-operative physiotherapy. As part of this study, in vivo hip joint loads were 

therefore measured during 13 typical physiotherapeutic exercises. 

See publication: In vivo hip joint loading during post-operative physiotherapeutic 

   exercises DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0077807 

 

Hip joint loading during walking with crutches 

Patients with osteoarthritis, with joint implants or osteosynthesis use crutches in order 

to reduce lower limb loading. However, insufficient information exists about the really 

achieved reductions. In this study, the load reduction in the hip joint while walking 

with crutches was investigated in vivo during 3-, 4- and 2-point gait. Furthermore, 

synchronously to the in vivo joint loads, the crutch loads were measured using 

instrumented crutches. 

The first part of the study compared the joint loads while walking with crutches to the 

joint loads without crutches. These measurements were taken three months after 

implantation. The second part of the study looks at the postoperative changes of the 

joint load reductions during 4-point gait. 

See publication: In vivo hip joint loads during three methods of walking with  

   forearm crutches DOI: 10.1016/j.clinbiomech.2012.12.003 
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3.7. Data evaluation 

Each patient was requested to repeat each activity at least six times in order to 

access the intra-individual variability of the joint loads. The patient’s activities were 

measured and recorded continuously; load data and patient movements were 

simultaneously videotaped. All forces are reported in percent of the bodyweight 

(%BW) and the moments in %BWm. The load-time patterns during single trials were 

individually averaged by using a ‘time warping’ method [11]. The average load 

patterns of all investigated patients were combined by the same method. They 

represent the joint loads of an average subject. 

“First the period times of all included load cycles are normalized. The single time 

scales were then distorted in such a way that the squared differences between all 

deformed curves, summed over the whole cycle time, were smallest. Finally, an 

arithmetically averaged load-time pattern was calculated from all the deformed 

curves. Using these algorithms, an average time course was first calculated from the 

time patterns of the resultant joint forces. The obtained time deformations of the 

single trials were then transferred to the corresponding force and moment 

components before averaging them, too.” [12]  

Peak values of the load cycles were additionally numerically averaged. Changes of 

the peak values as a function of post operatively time or differences between the 

investigated activities were determined statistically for the individual patients 

separately by using ‘Man-Whitney-U Test’ and changes for the average subject by 

using the ‘Wilcoxon Test’.  
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Published in Medical Engineering & Physics 32; 2010: p. 95-100;  

DOI: 10.1016/j.medengphy.2009.10.003 

4. Total hip joint prosthesis for in vivo measurement of forces and 

moments 

P. Damm, F. Graichen, A. Rohlmann, A. Bender, G. Bergmann 

 

Abstract 

A new instrumented hip joint prosthesis was developed which allows the in vivo 

measurement of the complete contact loads in the joint, i.e. 3 force and 3 moment 

components. A clinically proven standard implant was modified. Inside the hollow 

neck, 6 semiconductor strain gauges are applied to measure the deformation of the 

neck. Also integrated are a small coil for the inductive power supply and a 9-channel 

telemetry transmitter. The neck cavity is closed by a titanium plate and hermetically 

sealed by electron beam welding. The sensor signals are pulse interval modulated 

(PIM) with a sampling rate of about 120 Hz. The pulses are transmitted at radio 

frequencies via a small antenna loop inside the ceramic head, which is connected to 

the electronic circuit by a two pin feed through. Inductive power supply, calculation of 

the loads from the measured deformations and real time load display are carried out 

by the external equipment. The maximum error of the load components is 2% 

including cross talk. The instrumented hip joint prostheses are to be implanted into 10 

young and sportive patients. 
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Introduction 

Knowledge of the forces and moments acting in vivo in total hip joint prostheses is 

necessary in order to develop and test new implants, especially for optimizing their 

friction properties [1, 2, 3]. It is also essential to optimize postoperative rehabilitation, 

assess the severity of load conditions during sportive activities, and optimize 

musculoskeletal models used in combination with gait analyses to calculate the 

internal joint loads [4, 5, 6, 7]. Especially the effect of muscular co-contractions on the 

joint loads can accurately be accessed by direct measurements only. 

Research work has previously been performed on the contact forces acting in total 

hip joint prostheses during walking, stair climbing and additional activities, both by 

other authors [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and by our group [13, 14, 15, 16]. However, the 

patients were between 60 to 80 years old. With 26% and 48% of all cases, friction-

induced polyethylene wear and wear-related aseptic loosening are the most frequent 

reason for revisions of hip joint prostheses [17]. Other bearing combinations as 

metal–metal or ceramic–ceramic have much lower wear rates but still retain the 

problem of aseptic loosening [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. The friction in the joint and thus the 

wear of the implants can be determined from measured joint contact forces and 

moments, but this has, to our knowledge, never been undertaken before. Patients 

with total hip replacement become younger, more active and sportive [23, 24, 25, 26]. 

It is expected that their increased physical activities result in higher loads acting on 

the total hip joint. 

The aim of the study was to design and calibrate a non-cemented, instrumented hip 

joint prosthesis which could be used to measure the 3 force components plus the 3 

moment components acting between head and cup in vivo. Measured load data will 

offer realistic test conditions for friction and wear and serve as a ‘gold standard’ for 

optimizing analytical models.  
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Material and methods 

Requirements for implant instrumentation 

Instrumented hip joint prostheses must meet the following clinical and technical 

requirements: 

- All materials in direct body contact must be biocompatible.  

- All electronics inside the implant must be hermetically sealed. 

- The power supply must allow long term measurements.  

- The implant must have sufficient mechanical strength. 

- A clinically proven type of prosthesis should be the basis of the instrumented 

implant, and its clinical function and fixation must remain unchanged. 

 

Design 

The ‘Cementless Tapered Wedge’ (CTW) prosthesis (Merete Medical GmbH, Berlin, 

Germany) was chosen as a basis for the instrumented implant. Its design is similar to 

the ‘Spotorno’ prosthesis, which is one of the clinically most successful types. 

Prosthesis stem and neck are made out of a titanium alloy and are combined with a 

ceramic head. The standard prostheses have a 12/14 mm conus. To provide enough 

space for the internal electronics (Figure 1), neck and conus diameters were both 

increased by 2 mm. The changed dimensions match the clinically successful 

standard used until some years ago.  

The electronic components are arranged inside the implant neck, which is 

hermetically sealed with an electron beam-welded titanium plate. Integrated into this 

plate is a 2-pin feedthrough adapted from a pacemaker (Biotronik GmbH, Berlin, 

Germany). An antenna loop is formed by a niobium wire (NbZr1) and is laser-welded 

onto the feedthrough. This antenna is located inside the cavity of the 32 mm standard 

ceramic head, which protects antenna and feedthrough against mechanical damage. 

In addition, the antenna is isolated by medical-grade polysiloxane (Polytec PT GmbH, 

Waldbronn, Germany) against synovial fluid which could possibly infiltrate between 

implant neck and head. The instrumented prosthesis can be combined with standard 

polyethylene or ceramic sockets, with or without metal backing. 
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Figure 1: Cut-model of the modified CTW prosthesis with internal electrical 

components 

 

Instrumentation 

Three custom-made twin semiconductor strain gauges (ACAM Instrumentation Ltd., 

Northampton, UK) inside the hollow neck serve as sensors for measuring the 6 

deformations required for calculating 6 load components (Figure 2). Each twin strain 

gauge is 5 by 4 mm in size and the 2 sensor elements are arranged at an angle of 

45°. An NTC resistor on the telemetry circuit allows measurement of the implant 

temperature, which is used to compensate thermal influences. The internal induction 

coil delivers the power of 5 mW, required by the 9-channel telemetry circuit [27]. This 

is the only active element on the 9-channel telemetry transmitter (2.0 x 2.6 mm) 

custom-made chip. Strain gauges and the induction coil are connected to the 

telemetry. All signals are sampled at a rate of approximately 120Hz. They are 

multiplexed, converted to pulse interval modulated signals and transferred at a 

frequency of about 120 MHz. The transmission range is up to 50 cm. The telemetry 
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transmitter is powered inductively via the internal and external coil. The measuring 

time is therefore not limited.  

 

Figure 2: Twin strain gauges 

 

The telemetry is shielded against the magnetic field by a metal cylinder with high 

magnetic permeability (MEGAPERM 40L, Vacuumschmelze GmbH, Hanau, 

Germany). The magnetic field is generated by the external induction coil, witch is 

placed around the thigh, below the hip joint. Further details of the measurement 

equipment have been described elsewhere [27, 28, 29, 30]. 

The external measurement system consists of the following components: 

- A unit with regulated power supply, signal receiver and signal pre-processing.  

- An induction coil placed around the thigh below the hip joint, and  

- a receiving antenna close to hip joint. 

The power generator regulates the magnetic field in the external induction coil at its 

resonance capacity. The telemetry signals, received by a single-loop antenna, are 

checked for transmission errors and sorted by a micro-processor system. A personal 

computer is connected via USB to this system. In the PC the 6 load components are 

calculated from the 6 strain signals, using the calibration data. All force and moment 

components can be observed in real time on a monitor. This is advantageous, for 

example when investigating physiotherapeutic exercises or for immediately modifying 

exercise conditions upon detecting unexpected load characteristics. 
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During the in vivo load measurements, the activities of the patients are to be 

recorded on a digital video tape. The video signal and the received signals from the 

implant are recorded synchronously on the same video tape. All data can be 

analysed in detail after the measurements have been taken. Further details of the 

measurement equipment are described elsewhere [27]. 

 

Calibration 

During calibration the coordinate system of the instrumented implant is fixed in the 

middle of the implant neck. The X-axis points in the medial direction, the Y-axis 

posteriorly for a right implant and the Z-axis is aligned along the neck axis (Figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 3: Coordinate system during calibration 

 

The instrumented implant is calibrated using the matrix method [31, 32]. Details of 

the test setup can be found in reference [33]. Load application during calibration is 

performed in a custom-built uniaxial test rig. The calibration force is measured with 

an accuracy of 0.1% by an uniaxial force transducer (U2B, HBM, Germany). 
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Figure 4: Calibration setup; uniaxial force are applied at 21 different locations 

 

During calibration, the implant stem is fixed with bone cement in an aluminium 

carrier, and a calibration block is mounted on top of the implant (Figure 4). Twenty-

one steel balls at the top and all side walls of this block serve as points of load 

application, with known xyz lever arms relative to the origin of the coordinate system. 

Load components –Fz, Mx and My are generated if the calibration force is acting on 

a top loading point, the other components produced if it is applied to a lateral point. 

When loading one of these points, a combination of up to 3 force and moment 

components acts simultaneously. This can be regarded as a load vector L with 6 

components, of which 1 to 3 exist for the different loading points. The chosen 

calibration ranges of all 6 components are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1: External loads and the measured errors of forces and moments

 

The calibration force is increased from zero to its maximum and back while 10,000 

readings from the 6 strain gauges are taken. Any set of 6 signals can be regarded as 

a signal vector S. Data from all 21 calibration points are used to calculate 36 

components of the 6 x 6 calibration matrix C from the values of L and S, as indicated 

by the following equation 

S = C * L. 

The measuring matrix M is the inverse calibration matrix (M = C-1) whereby 

L = M * S. 

This is used to calculate the load vector L from the signal vector S during the 

measurements. 

The implant temperature is measured by an NTC resistor inside the prostheses neck. 

To compensate the temperature sensitivity of the strain gauges, the implant is 

calibrated at three different temperatures (39°C ± 3°C). 

 

Results 

Accuracy 

To examine the accuracies of measurements taken with the prostheses, defined 

forces and moments are applied consecutively at each of the calibration points and 

are compared to the measured load components. Measuring errors are calculated as 

percentages of the different calibration ranges of the 6 components and include the 

crosstalk between all components. Examples of the achieved accuracies of the 6 
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load components are shown in Figure 5. The applied loads versus measured loads 

are shown in the 6 different diagrams.  

To check the accuracies of the load components, the relation between the applied 

and the measured load was calculated. The highest and average errors are given in 

Table 1. The maximum force error is 1.9 % for Fy. The average absolute error of all 

force components is 0.7 %. The highest error of the moments occurs for Mz and is 

1.5 %, while the average error of all moments is 0.5 %. All these values included 

crosstalk between the components of the first prototype. 

 

Implant safety and pre-clinical testing 

The instrumented hip joint prostheses must fulfil the same safety criteria as a 

standard implant. The welds were checked for thickness and voids, using test 

specimens which were welded in the same way and at the same time as the 

implants. The welds of each implant were inspected in vacuum for the absence of 

leaks. The strengths of the implant stem and neck were tested according to the test 

standard for hip implants (ISO 7206 Part 4/6/8) at a certificated testing laboratory 

(EndoLab, Germany). Five million cycles with a maximum load of 2.3 kN were 

applied at the head to test the shaft and 10 million cycles with a maximum load of 5.4 

kN were used to check the dynamic stability of the implant neck. After that the neck 

was additionally tested in-house under even more severe conditions, with loads 

increasing from 5.8 kN to 7.8 kN within 5 million cycles. Finally a static force of 14 kN 

was applied without implant failure. The safety of the implant and the external 

equipment was audited (90/385/EWG, §20 MPG) at BerlinCERT GmbH (Berlin, 

Germany). The instrumented implants are now approved by the ethical committee of 

our university. 
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Figure 5: Accuracy tests; measured load components versus applied loads. Left 

diagrams forces, right diagrams moments. Left scale absolute values, right scales 

relative error in percent. 
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Discussion 

One of the main reasons for revisions of total hip joint prostheses is wear rate [17, 

18, 19]. Except for the mechanical risk of worn-out cups [34, 35], the frequent 

biological consequence of wear particles is aseptic loosening of stem or cup fixation 

[18, 19, 20]. Optimization of the bearing materials is therefore still required to improve 

the endurance of total hip joint prostheses. 

At the moment, a great amount of literature exists concerning friction and wear of hip 

implants, tested in joint simulators [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. As the data of Bergmann 

et al. [42, 43] suggest, friction in vivo probably depends much on the individually 

strongly varying lubrication properties of the synovial fluid. This means that laboratory 

tests on the wear of hip implants were, until now, not performed under the worst 

conditions encountered in patients. This underlines the importance of measuring the 

real moments acting in vivo, which is now possible with the instrumented hip implant 

described. The measuring accuracy of 1.5 % for moments respectively 1.9 % for 

forces is in the same range as that of technical transducers of much more complex 

design, larger dimensions and with direct signal transmission. 

Another important reason to measure the acting forces and moments in vivo is the 

decreasing age and increasing activity levels of patients. This not only requires an 

prolongation of implant lifetime by reducing wear but may also necessitate a rising of 

the loads applied in fatigue tests above the current level as given by ISO standards. 

Even the contact forces measured in elderly patients often exceed the current ISO 

limits [44, 45]. 

The described implant, with its ability to accurately measure forces and moments 

acting in the joint, will allow adapt the test conditions to the real situation when testing 

new implants. It will furthermore allow us to advise more sportive younger patients 

and their physiotherapists and orthopaedists as to which activities are preferable for 

condition training without endangering the implant stability. 
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Abstract 

When walking long distances, hip prostheses heat up due to friction. The influence of 

articulating materials and lubricating properties of synovia on the final temperatures, 

as well as any potential biological consequences, are unknown. Such knowledge is 

essential for optimizing implant materials, identifying patients who are possibly at risk 

of implant loosening, and proving the concepts of current joint simulators. An 

instrumented hip implant with telemetric data transfer was developed to measure the 

implant temperatures in vivo. A clinical study with 100 patients is planned to measure 

the implant temperatures for different combinations of head and cup materials during 

walking. This study will answer the question of whether patients with synovia with 

poor lubricating properties may be at risk for thermally induced bone necrosis and 

subsequent implant failure. The study will also deliver the different friction properties 

of various implant materials and prove the significance of wear simulator tests. 

A clinically successful titanium hip endoprosthesis was modified to house the 

electronics inside its hollow neck. The electronics are powered by an external 

induction coil fixed around the joint. A temperature sensor inside the implant triggers 

a timer circuit, which produces an inductive pulse train with temperature-dependent 

intervals. This signal is detected by a giant magnetoresistive sensor fixed near the 

external energy coil. The implant temperature is measured with an accuracy of 0.1°C 

in a range between 20°C and 58°C and at a sampling rate of 2 - 10 Hz. This rate 

could be considerably increased for measuring other data, such as implant strain or 

vibration. The employed technique of transmitting data from inside of a closed 

titanium implant by low frequency magnetic pulses eliminates the need to use an 

electrical feedthrough and an antenna outside of the implant. It enables the design of 

mechanically safe and simple instrumented implants. 
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Introduction 

Friction of implant materials 

High friction in joint implants and subsequent temperature rise during continuous 

activities, such as walking, may cause increased polyethylene wear, decreased 

polyethylene strength, or loosening of the cup in hip implants due to high frictional 

torque [1]. The natural cartilage has a coefficient of friction of 0.02 to 0.04 [2]. 

Articulating materials used for total joint replacement have higher friction. Coefficients 

reported in the literature are as follows: 0.04 to 0.05 for the combination Al2O3 - 

Al2O3, 0.05 to 0.055 for Al2O3 - UHMWPE, 0.06 to 0.07 for CoCrMo - UHMWPE, and 

0.10 to 0.20 for CoCrMo - CoCrMo [3,4,5]. Moreover, a strong influence of the protein 

concentration in the synovia on friction was reported [5], especially for CoCrMo - 

CoCrMo. 

 

Synovia properties 

After joint replacement, a pseudo-synovial membrane is formed, which produces 

hyaluronic acid (HA), similar to the natural membrane. The synovia volume is small. 

In the hip joint, volumes of 2.7 ml in asymptomatic hips and 6.1 ml in fractured hips 

were reported [6]. 

The properties of synovia vary considerably, and synovia can lose its lubricating 

properties at high temperatures [7]. Synovia viscosity in natural joints depends on the 

type of joint disease [8]. Differences of at least a factor of 10 were determined 

between subjects and between healthy and osteoarthritic joints [9]. The most decisive 

factor for lubrication is the protein content in the synovia [10]. The lubrication ability of 

synovia from degenerative knee joints was worse than that of bovine serum [11], 

which may indicate that joint simulators do not actually mimic the real situation in hip 

or knee implants if a ‘standardized’ bovine serum is used [12,13], especially if the 

temperature is kept constant at 37°C. 

The cited literature indicates that individually varying synovia properties may strongly 

influence wear and temperature increases in replaced hip and knee joints during 

long-lasting activities, such as walking. 
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Temperature in hip and knee joints 

In vitro temperature measurements on two intact human hip joints delivered a 

temperature increase of 2.5 °C during simulated walking [14]. In vivo measurements 

of temperatures in the natural knee joint showed a 1°C increase in temperature after 

20 minutes and 2°C after 40 minutes of walking [15]. Depending on the implant type 

and articulating materials, this increase was observed up to 7°C for a rotating hinge 

implant (CoCrMo - UHMWPE). In an analytical study, validated by simulator data, 

temperatures up to 51°C were found in CoCrMo - UHMWPE hip implants [16].  

With instrumented implants, the forces and temperatures in Al2O3 - UHMWPE hip 

joints were measured in 5 subjects during 45 to 60 minutes of walking and bicycling 

[17]. After walking, the temperature rose up to 43.1°C in the patient with the lowest 

body weight. Another patient with a much higher body weight reached a joint 

temperature of only 40.0°C. In the only patient with bi-lateral implants, the 

temperature was 0.9°C lower with an Al2O3 cup than with a UHMWPE cup. After 

cycling, which caused 55% lower joint forces than walking, the temperatures were 

1.5°C lower. We assume that the steady-state temperature after walking is closely 

correlated to the friction coefficient. 

In a simulator, the surface temperature directly between a UHMWPE cup and an 

Al2O3 head was 45°C, but was 60°C with a CoCrMo head and 99°C with a zirconia 

ceramic [18]. These are temperatures at which synovia precipitates and loses its 

lubricating properties.  

 

Bone necrosis 

After heating rabbit thighs up to 42.5°C to 44.0°C using microwaves, strongly 

increased bone formation was observed [19]. After 4 minutes at 50°C, osteocytes 

were found to be irreversibly damaged [20]. Approximately 15 - 20% of the 

osteoblasts became necrotic after being exposed to 48°C for 10 minutes, while they 

withstood 45°C without damage [21]. After heating the superficial skull of rats to 48°C 

for 15 minutes, dead osteocyte areas were found, and the formation of new bone 

was delayed [22]. From the available literature on bone reactions to increases in 

temperature during drilling and sawing, it was concluded that 47°C is a critical 

temperature [23]. All of these studies investigated only the effect of non-recurrent 
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high temperatures. Repeatedly acting heat may even cause cell damage at lower 

temperatures. 

 

Concepts of instrumented implants  

Electronic components used for measurements with permanent implants, such as 

joint replacements, must be hermetically encapsulated. The optimal solution would 

be a complete enclosure by a metal [24] or ceramic [25] material. If an antenna or 

induction coil is placed outside the implant, only biocompatible materials are 

permitted [26,27]. Certified pacemaker feedthroughs are then favorably used for 

connections to the implant electronics. Our force measuring hip implants employed 

an internal power coil and an external niobium antenna [28,29,30,31]. Solutions using 

plastic-encapsulation for non-biocompatible electronic components [32,33,34] should 

only be used for non-permanent implants. 

Power and signals could respectively be transferred to and from the implant by 

electro-magnetic fields. These fields are partly absorbed by a metal implant with the 

loss dependent on the alloy and frequency. Pure Ti, Al and V are paramagnetic with 

a relative magnetic permeability slightly greater than one. Implants made from such 

alloys only moderately weaken magnetic fields of low frequencies. However, 

ferromagnetic materials, such as Co or Ni, with a relative magnetic permeability of 80 

to 600 almost completely shield the interior of an implant. 

The loss caused by encapsulations made from Ti alloys is strongly frequency-

dependent. A closed TiAl6V4 housing with a 2-mm wall thickness shields 23% of a 

magnetic field at 4 kHz but 53% at 10 kHz [30]. Any energy loss is accompanied by a 

temperature increase of the implant. Both the power consumption and the shielding 

loss must therefore be kept low. A titanium implant with an internal secondary power 

coil and transmitting antenna should use frequencies below 10 kHz for power as well 

as signal transfer. All transponder systems work at higher frequencies up to the GHz 

range and can therefore not be used inside a metallic implant. Locating transponder 

systems at the surface of a metallic implant [35] may cause problems for signal and 

energy transfer. 
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Goals of this work 

The reported strong differences of friction coefficients, the individual variations of 

synovia properties, and the question of how well joint simulators mimic the in vivo 

loading conditions demonstrate the need to obtain in vivo information on the friction-

induced temperature rise in joint implants.  

The aim of the study was to design a temperature measuring hip implant with 

telemetric data transfer, which is completely safe for patients and can be used in a 

clinical study with a large number of patients. Furthermore, the technique described 

should be applicable for the instrumentation of other kinds of implants. 

The following features were included: inductive power supply, inductive data transfer 

through the wall of the hermetically closed metallic implant, power consumption 

below 10 mW, measuring accuracy of 0.2°C, design based on a clinically well-proven 

implant type, and no requirement to change the surgical procedure.  

 

Methods 

Mechanical design 

The non-cemented CTW™ Classic hip implant with a 12/14-mm cone (Merete 

Medical, Berlin, Germany) was used for instrumentation. It closely resembles 

implants of other manufacturers with very good clinical results [36]. The implant 

shape was only slightly modified between the neck and shaft to further increase its 

stability (Figure 1). A 6.2-mm-wide by 50-mm-long bore in the neck houses the 

temperature telemetry. At its top, a 5-mm-thick plate was welded using an electron 

beam (ENG Produktions-GmbH, Berlin, Germany) with a weld depth of 2.5 mm. The 

low required welding energy and the clamping of a massive copper block around the 

welding area facilitated temperature retention at the outside of the implant neck, at 

half of its length, below 80°C. The weld quality was checked for each produced batch 

by cutting samples, and the density of the welds was determined in a vacuum 

chamber. Fatigue strength of the implant stem and neck were tested according to 

[37, 38, 39] but with double the force levels in the neck test. 
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Figure 1: Cross-section of a model of the modified hip implant with a metal head; 

The temperature telemetry with thermistor, electronic circuit and power/data coil are 

placed inside the neck of the implant.  

 

Telemetry 

The telemetry (Figure 2) is powered inductively at 4 kHz, as in our previous implants 

[29]. The internal coil L consists of 2700 loops on a core of PERMENORM 5000 H2 

(µr > 12000, Vacuumschmelze). The induced voltage UL is limited to 12.3 V by the 

Zener diode ZD, rectified by D3 and regulated to 5 V DC (Max 8881, Maxim). 

A NTC thermistor (Epcos) serves as a temperature sensor. The ceramic capacitor Ct 

(Kemet) with COG/NPO parameters has a high Q, low K, a temperature-

compensated dielectric, and stable electrical properties at varying voltage, 

temperature, frequency and time. Together NTC and Ct set a time constant tT, which 

triggers a timer (ICM 7242, Intersil). This timer produces the output signal S, a pulse 

train with temperature-dependent pulse intervals. The sampling rate is approximately 

10 Hz at 60°C, 5 Hz at 37°C, and 2.1 Hz at 20°C. 

Coil L is used not only for power transfer but also for signal transmission by 

superimposed magnetic pulses. The tantalum chip capacitor C is charged by L and 

the Schottky diodes D1, D2 to a maximum of UC = 11.7 V DC. The electrical pulses 
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of signal S close the digital FET switches S1 and S2 (FDC 6303N, Fairchild 

Semiconductor). C is then discharged over L resulting in magnetic pulses. After each 

pulse, both FET open and C is charged again. The transmitted pulses have a 

duration of 3 ms, and this telemetry circuit has a power consumption of 7 mW. 

 

Figure 2: Principle of the temperature telemetry; Energy and temperature data are 

transferred through the titanium implant by induction. 

 

All active and passive components are surface mount devices on both sides of an 18 

x 5 mm wide substrate (Figure 1). The NTC is positioned near the center of the 

prosthetic head. To shield the electronic components against the magnetic field, a 

tube of PERMENORM 5000 H2 with a wall thickness of 0.25 mm is slipped over the 

whole circuit and fixed with epoxy structural adhesive DP190 (3M Scotch-Weld). The 

telemetry (40 mm long, 6.1 mm Ø) is fixed inside the prosthetic neck with DP190.  

 

External measuring system 

The specially developed unit ‘TELETEMP’ contains a power oscillator, amplifier and 

microcontroller (AVR-ATmega128, Atmel) with a USB interface and display. Because 

the transmitted magnetic pulses are low in power, a very sensitive sensor had to be 

chosen. This giant magnetoresistive (GMR) field sensor (AA002-02, NVE-

Corporation) consists of a Wheatstone bridge and has an on-chip flux concentrator to 

increase its sensitivity along a specified axis.  
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Because the external powering field is much stronger than the field produced by the 

signal pulses, care must be taken that the GMR sensor measures as little as possible 

of the 4-kHz powering field. The spatial positions of GMR sensor and external 

induction coil (n = 210, D = 25 cm, L = 7.85 mH, C = 0.22 µF) are therefore fixed by a 

common, massive plastic housing (Figure 3). Within 5 cm from this housing the coil 

windings are furthermore inflexible. The sensor position is finally optimized by 

precisely adjusting the sensor board inside the housing. 

The sensor signal is first high-pass-filtered (fc = 109 Hz, first-order) to remove the 50-

Hz content. After a first amplification (AD8230, Analog Devices) a low-pass filter (1 

kHz, 10th order, LTC1569-6, Linear Technology Corp.) eliminates the remaining 

influence of the 4-kHz powering field. The gain of a second amplifier (AD8042, 

Analog Devices) can be set by a digital potentiometer (AD5282, Analog Devices). 

The pulses are converted to 12-bit digital values (MAX197, Maxim Integrated 

Products). The microcontroller checks the received signals S for missing pulses, 

amplifies their peak values to 3 ± 1 V, counts their temperature-dependent time 

intervals tT and sends S and tT to a Windows PC.  

 

Power supply 

During the measurements the power coil is placed around the hip joint (Figure 3). 

The power oscillator generates a sinusoidal output voltage at 4 ± 0.5 kHz. This 

frequency is permanently adapted to the resonance frequency of the coil. The 

oscillator output voltage and, thus, the magnetic field strength are controlled by the 

microcontroller. Primary and secondary power coils are fixed to the thigh and the 

femur, respectively. Except from soft tissue deformations they therefore move in the 

same way during walking and the induced supply voltage varies by not more than 

5%. Using an induction frequency of 4 kHz with loose air-coupled coils a shift of the 

titanium implant is not detectable by the primary power coil. 
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Figure 3: External equipment; The power coil with GMR sensor are fixed near the 

patient’s hip and connected to the external device TELETEMP. 

 

The voltage UC and, thus, the strength of the transmitted signal pulse directly depend 

on the magnetic field strength. For UC below 5 V, the circuit is unstable, and the 

pulses cease. Levels above 11.7 V are prevented using Zener diodes. The range of 

the internal voltage UC is controlled by analyzing the amplitude of the received 

pulses. Beginning with a high amplification, the magnetic field strength is reduced 

until the pulse height begins to decrease; UC is then at its upper limit of 11.7 V. When 

the pulses vanish, UC has reached its lower limit of 5 V. Based on these two values, 

UC is set to 7.5 V. The operating range of 6 V to 9 V is a compromise between 

sufficient signal strength and the minimal power dissipation. This range allows 

position changes between the signal source inside the implant and the power coil 

around the leg without endangering the power supply. If UC nevertheless exceeds 

one of its borders, UC is automatically re-adjusted.  
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Data processing  

The evaluation program is written in Visual Basic (Figure 4). Signal S is displayed, 

and its peak values are marked as well as the times used for counting tT. The 

temperature is calculated from previously obtained calibration data and charted for 

visual control.  

Figure 4: Measuring program; Screen shot from test measurements.Left: pulse 

signal from implant. Marked peak values and time points for counting temperature 

dependent pulse intervals. Right: sudden temperature increase in a water bath. 
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Calibration 

For calibration, 5 prostheses were placed in a circulating water bath at 10 different 

temperatures between 23°C and 58°C (Figure 5). The temperature was adjusted with 

an accuracy of 0.1°C and measured close to the implant with an accuracy of 0.01°C 

(9540, Guildline Instruments). From this data, an average polynomial temperature 

curve, Temperature = f(tT), was calculated (Figure 6). Only an offset temperature at 

37.5°C must later be determined for the implants used in patients. 

 

Figure 5: Implant calibration; the implants were calibrated in a circulating water bath 

at temperatures between 23°C and 58°C. 
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Figure 6: Standard temperature curve; The temperature-dependent signals of 5 

implants are plotted. 

 

Results 

Implant safety 

Only prostheses with neck lengths XS (extra-small), S (small), M (medium) and L 

(large) will be implanted. For fatigue tests, a longer neck length of XL (extra-large) 

was used. Under this more severe condition, the implant stem passed the fatigue 

tests [37]. Then, the neck was tested with a maximum load of 5.3 kN during 10 million 

cycles [38]. This load was further increased every 1 million cycles in steps of 1 kN, 

without failure, up to 13 kN. This load was more than 2 times higher than the 

standard force for testing implant necks. The mechanical tests were performed by 

EndoLab GmbH (Rosenheim, Germany), and the sterilization process was certified 

by Vanguard AG (Berlin, Germany).  

The telemetry system described was approved by BerlinCERT (Berlin, Germany) 

using standards of both EU Directive 90/385/EWG (AIMDD, Active Implantable 

Medical Device Directive) and EU Directive 93/42/EWG (MDD, Medical Device 

Directive).  
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A planned clinical study with 100 patients will begin after receiving approval from our 

Ethics Committee. 

 

Measuring accuracy 

The measuring accuracies were determined at 37.5°C, 43°C, and 50°C. The 

measured temperatures were compared with readings from a thermometer with an 

accuracy of 0.01°C. The error of the calibrated implants was always below 0.1°C. 

To determine how fast the instrumented implants are able to detect temperature 

changes, a prototype was placed in cold circulating water. Then, boiling water was 

quickly added such that the temperature rose from 23°C to approximately 51°C. This 

temperature increase was recorded by the implant within 70 s (Figure 4).  

 

Discussion 

The clinical study on temperature rise in hip implants is planned with 100 patients. 

The shape of the original implant was unchanged by the instrumentation, and thus, 

current surgical procedures can be used. Therefore, the same good clinical success, 

such as with other Spotorno-like implants, can be expected.  

Investigations will be performed with 4 different combinations of head and cup 

materials and 2 different head sizes. This data will allow us to answer the following 

questions: a) Are certain material combinations producing such high temperatures 

that implant fixation of patients with badly lubricating synovia is endangered? b) How 

much do the lubrication properties of synovia differ individually? c) Can patients at 

risk be identified by intra-operative synovia tests? d) Do joint simulators deliver 

realistic results for friction and wear? 

Our previous instrumented joint implants (www.OrthoLoad.com), with multi-channel 

telemetries for load measurements, required higher sampling rates and a signal 

transmission by radiofrequency. Because such signals are shielded by the metallic 

implant, electrical feedthroughs and an antenna outside of the implant were needed, 

which had to be biocompatible and protected mechanically. The low frequency 

magnetic pulses, now used for data transfer, are only marginally weakened by 

titanium implants and can therefore be transmitted through the metallic wall. This 

enables the design of mechanically safe and simple instrumented orthopedic 
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implants. In addition, the described technique is also well suited for measuring strains 

or detecting implant loosening by frequency analyses. 

The low power consumption of 7 mW prevents a temperature increase by the 

inductive power supply. The transmission rate of 5 Hz is sufficiently high for 

measuring temperatures, and the measuring error of 0.1°C is lower than expected. 

The transmission rate can be increased, for example, up to 50 Hz, with good 

accuracy. For measuring fast changing signals this rate may still be too low. 

Sampling can be accelerated, however, if the signals are not transmitted in real-time. 

Instead, they can be measured at a high rate, stored temporarily in the memory of a 

microcontroller and transmitted at a lower rate directly after the measurement. 

Transmitting signals at a rate that is ten times lower would allow sampling of 1 signal 

of at least 500 Hz or of several signals at a lower rate.  

As described, the GMR sensor has to be adjusted carefully, and its signal is filtered 

not to measure the 4-kHz powering field but to measure only the magnetic pulses 

produced by the implant. Currently the signal-receiving circuit is changed such that 

the signal will only be received at time points when the powering field is close to the 

zero crossing, which will ensure that the quality of the signals is significantly less 

dependent on the exact adjustment of the power coil and the GMR sensor. 
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Abstract 

Friction-induced moments and subsequent cup loosening can be the reason for total 

hip joint replacement failure. The aim of this study was to measure the in vivo contact 

forces and friction moments during walking. Instrumented hip implants with Al2O3 

ceramic head and an XPE inlay were used. In vivo measurements were taken 3 

months post operatively in 8 subjects. The coefficient of friction was calculated in 3D 

throughout the whole gait cycle, and average values of the friction-induced power 

dissipation in the joint were determined. 

On average, peak contact forces of 248% of the bodyweight and peak friction 

moments of 0.26% bodyweight times meter were determined. However, contact 

forces and friction moments varied greatly between individuals. The friction moment 

increased during the extension phase of the joint. The average coefficient of friction 

also increased during this period, from 0.04 (0.03 to 0.06) at contralateral toe off to 

0.06 (0.04 to 0.08) at contralateral heel strike. During the flexion phase, the 

coefficient of friction increased further to 0.14 (0.09 to 0.23) at toe off. The average 

friction-induced power throughout the whole gait cycle was 2.3 W (1.4 W to 3.8 W). 

Although more parameters than only the synovia determine the friction, the wide 

ranges of friction coefficients and power dissipation indicate that the lubricating 

properties of synovia are individually very different. However, such differences may 

also exist in natural joints and may influence the progression of arthrosis. 

Furthermore, subjects with very high power dissipation may be at risk of thermally 

induced implant loosening. The large increase of the friction coefficient during each 

step could be caused by the synovia being squeezed out under load. 
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Introduction 

In 20% to 40% of all cases [1], polyethylene wear and aseptic loosening are the most 

frequent reasons for revisions of total hip joint replacements (THR). Both factors are 

related to friction in the joint. Cup loosening has been reported to be the only cause 

in 30% to 62% of revisions [2, 3]. Subjects, who obtained a THR are becoming 

increasingly younger and are, therefore, more active and athletic [4, 5]. However, 

higher activity levels produce more wear and more strenuous activities cause higher 

friction moments. This will increase the risk of implant loosening [6,7]. These facts 

indicate that reduction of friction between head and cup is critical for further 

improvement of THR. 

Several in vivo studies have been performed to investigate the loads acting in hip 

implants during different activities [8, 9]. These studies have shown that the contact 

force during normal walking falls in a range between 240 and 480% of the 

bodyweight (BW). However, in vivo measurements of friction in hip endoprostheses 

have not been reported previously.  

One in vivo study indirectly assessed friction in the joint by measuring the implant 

temperature during an hour of walking [10,11]. Its increase is mainly related to the 

friction-induced power generated in the implant. A peak temperature of 43.1°C was 

measured in 1 subject, a level at which bone tissue may already be impaired [12], 

especially when this temperature occurs repeatedly. Therefore, it cannot be excluded 

that friction and increased implant temperatures may be underestimated risk factors 

for the long-term stability of THR.  

To determine the friction in total hip joint prosthesis, in vitro simulator studies were 

performed [13, 14]. To evaluate the friction between two sliding partners, the 

coefficient of friction µ was used. For the tribological pairing Al2O3/UHMWPE µ 

ranges depended on the lubricant [13], ranging from 0.044 (distilled water), to 0.054 

(bovine serum), and 0.089 (saline). The coefficient increased dramatically up to 

values of 0.14 when the conditions changed from lubricated to dry [15].  

However, most of the simulator tests load the joint only in the flexion-extension plane  

and use load patterns which may not be realistic [16]. Newer studies investigated 

friction under more realistic conditions, simulating in vivo measured gait data [17]. 

Varying parameters for friction were investigated, for example, different material 

combinations for implant head and cup [18], and various lubricant regimes [17, 19–
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22]. These simulator studies were performed under very different test conditions, 

such as deviating patterns of joint loading and movement or by using different 

lubricants. Nevertheless, it was shown that friction in THR is mainly influenced by the 

material of the sliding partners and the lubrication regime. 

The aim of our study was to determine the in vivo contact forces in hip implants 

during walking, plus the moments caused by friction, and derive the coefficient of 

friction from these data. These data will help to understand the in vivo lubrication 

conditions and allow validating, potentially improving the conditions applied in joint 

simulators. 

 

Methods 

Ethic statement 

The study was approved by the Charité Ethics committee (EA2/057/09) and 

registered at the ‘German Clinical Trials Register’ (DRKS00000563). All patients 

gave written informed consent prior to participating in this study. 

 

Subjects and measurements 

Eight subjects with instrumented hip joint prostheses (Table 1) participate in this 

study. Measurements were taken 3 months postoperatively (pOP) during level 

walking at a self-selected walking speed. Selected trials of each investigated subject 

are also shown and can be downloaded at the public data base 

www.OrthoLoad.com. 
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Table 1: Patients investigated  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measuring equipment 

Joint forces and friction moments were measured in vivo with instrumented hip 

implants. The prosthesis (CTW, Merete Medical, Berlin, Germany) has a titanium 

stem, a 32 mm Al2O3 ceramic head (BIOLOX forte, CeramTec GmbH, Plochingen, 

Germany) and an XPE inlay (Durasul, Zimmer GmbH, Winterthur, Switzerland). A 

telemetry circuit, 6 strain gauges, and a secondary induction coil are placed in the 

hollow neck, which is closed by welding. A detailed description of the instrumented 

implant was published previously [23]. A coil around the hip joint inductively powers 

the inner electronics. The strain gauge signals are transferred via an antenna in the 

implant head to the external receiver. These signals and the subject’s movements 

are recorded simultaneously on videotape. The external measurement system has 

previously been described in detail [24, 25]. 

From the 6 strain gauge signals, the 3 force and 3 moment components acting on the 

implant head are calculated [26] with an accuracy of 1-2%. The femur-based 

   Body Gait Mean Gliding Speed 

Patient Age Gender weight Velocity Extension | Flexion 

 [years]  [N] [m/s] [m/s] 

H1 56 m 754 1.0 0.02 | 0.04 

H2 62 m 755 1.0 0.03 | 0.05 

H3 60 m 880 0.8 0.02 | 0.06 

H4 50 m 783 1.0 0.03 | 0.06 

H5 62 f 853 0.9 0.02 | 0.08 

H6 69 m 832 1.1 0.03 | 0.05 

H7 53 m 899 1.1 0.03 | 0.06 

H8 56 m 779 1.1 0.03 | 0.06 

Average 59 - 821 1.0 0.03 | 0.06 
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coordinate system [27] is fixed in the center of the head of a right sided implant, but is 

defined relative to the bone. Data from left implants were mirrored to the right side. 

The positive force components Fx, Fy, and Fz act in lateral, anterior, and superior 

directions, respectively (Figure 1A). From the 3 force components the resultant 

contact force Fres is calculated. The measured friction moments Mx, My, and Mz, act 

clockwise around the positive axes. The 3 moment components deliver the resultant 

friction moment Mres. Positive/negative moments Mx are caused by extension/flexion 

of the joint. Positive/negative moments My act during abduction/adduction. 

Positive/negative moments Mz are caused by external/internal rotation.  

 

Data evaluation 

All forces are reported as percent of bodyweight (% BW) and the friction moments as 

% BWm. Average force-time patterns from 32-96 steps were calculated for each 

subject. The employed ‘time warping’ method [28] weighted the congruency of high 

forces more than that of lower ones. First the period times of all the included steps 

are normalized. The single time scales were then distorted in such a way that the 

squared differences between all deformed curves, summed over the whole cycle 

time, were smallest. Finally, an arithmetically averaged load-time pattern was 

calculated from all the deformed curves. Using these algorithms, an average time 

course was first calculated from the time patterns of the resultant joint forces Fres. 

The obtained time deformations of the single trials were then transferred to the 

corresponding force and moment components before averaging them, too. The 

resultant friction moment Mres was calculated from an average of its components.  

This procedure was first applied on all trials of the single subjects, leading to 

‘individual’ averages. These averages from all subjects were then combined to a 

‘general’ average, which describes the loads acting in an ‘average’ subject. 

In some cases, peak values were not taken from the averaged time courses, but 

instead, the numerical peak values of the single trials were averaged, first individually 

and then inter-individually. Extreme values of the averaged load-time patterns can 

slightly deviate from these numerically averaged numbers. These values of the 

average subject were statistically analysed (p≤0.05; Wilcoxon). 
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Coefficient of friction 

The coefficient of friction µ between the head and the cup was calculated by a 3D 

approach (Figure 1B). Joint movement takes place in a plane perpendicular to the 

axis of the vector Mres. This axis is not perpendicular to the axis of vector Fres. The 

vector of the friction force Ffriction acts perpendicular to Fres at point P on the head. H is 

the vector of the lever arm between FFriction and the axis of Mres and is perpendicular 

to both. D is a vector in direction of Mres. R = 16 mm is the radius vector to point P. 

 

 

Figure 1: Coordinate system and vectors for calculation of the coefficient of friction µ; 

Right joint, posterior view. 

 

Assuming a Coulomb friction between the head and the cup, the friction force acting 

on the head is 

  (1) 

The moment determined by the force Ffriction and its lever arm H has to counteract 

Mres. Because Ffriction and H are perpendicular to each other, this delivers the scalar 

equation 

  (2) 

From the combination of (1) and (2), the following equation can be derived: 

  (3) 

friction resF µ*F

friction resH*F =M

res resµ M / (H*F )
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R is the radius of the head. R points to P and has the direction opposite to Fres: 

 

H can be substituted by  

  (5) 

With D being the orthogonal projection of R on Mres: 

  (6) 

The angle between R and Mres can be derived from their scalar product: 

  (7) 

Applying (4), (6), (7), equation (5) becomes 

  (8) 

The friction coefficient µ is determined from (3), using the measured load vectors Fres 

and Mres, the known head radius R, and the lever arm H, which is calculated by (8). 

Due to measuring errors, µ will be inaccurate if Fres or Mres is very small. Therefore, µ 

was only determined for Fres ≥ 20% BW and Mres≥ 0.02% BWm. 

In previous simulator tests, µ has mostly been determined in the sagittal plane. To 

compare our 3D-derived values with this data, we additionally calculated µ from the 

forces and moments measured in the sagittal, frontal, and horizontal planes as 

follows: 

 (9a) 

 (9b) 

 (9c) 

Fyz, Fxz and Fxy are the forces in the sagittal, frontal, and horizontal planes, 

respectively. 

 

Friction-induced power  

In addition to the measured joint loads and the calculated friction coefficient µ, we 

determined the friction-induced power Q in the joint, which is caused by the friction 

resresR R *F / F 

H R D 

resres resD R * cos(R,M ) *M / M

resres rescos(R,M ) (R *M ) / (R *M )

2
res resres resH R * (F / F ) * [(M / M ) 1] 

x x yzµ M / (F *R)

y y xzµ M / (F *R)

z z xyµ M / (F *R)
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force Ffriction. With v being the gliding speed between head and cup, Q is given by the 

simplified equation 

 (10) 

Average values of Q were calculated separately for the extension and flexion phases 

of the gait cycle: 

 (11a) 

 (11b) 

The average power Qaver over the whole gait cycle was then determined from  

 (11c) 

Calculations were based on the intra-individually averaged load-time patterns of the 

single subjects. Before Fext, µext, Fflex, and µflex were inserted in (11a, b), their time-

dependent values were averaged arithmetically over the corresponding time periods 

Text and Tflex. The speed v was determined from the flexion/extension range of the 

shank in the sagittal plane, the times of flexion and extension, and the radius of the 

prosthetic head. The data of 4-7 steps per subject were averaged. Because no gait 

analyses had been performed, the shank movement had to be determined from the 

patient videos. The Intra-observer variation of v and therefore Q was on average 1%, 

the inter-observer variability of four investigators was on average 2%. 

friction resQ F * v F *µ* v 

ext ext ext extQ F *µ * v

flex flex flex flexQ F *µ * v

aver ext ext flex flex ext flex)Q (Q * T Q * T ) / (T T  
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Results 

Unless stated otherwise, the values reported here were taken from the time patterns 

of the average subject. The notation “X|Y” indicates a value of X at the instant of the 

first peak Fres1 of the resultant force and a value of Y at the second peak Fres2. 

Joint contact forces 

Figure 2A shows the time patterns of Fres and its components for the average subject 

during one walking cycle. Fres was nearly identical with -Fz; the latter acts distally 

along the z-axis of the femur and compresses the hip joint. Fres had 2 peak values 

Fres1|Fres2. Fres1 acted at about the time of contralateral toe off (CTO) and Fres2 close 

to contralateral heel strike (CHS).  

Figure 3A contains individual numerical averages of the 8 subjects. For Fres1|Fres2 

peak values of 248|233% BW at 31|57% of the gait cycle were determined. However, 

these peak forces varied widely inter-individually. Fres1 ranged from 210% BW 

(subject H3) to 301% BW (H8), and Fres2 from 218% BW (H3) to 287% BW (H8). In 6 

subjects Fres1 was higher than Fres2, but in H2 and H3 Fres1 was lower than Fres2. The 

peak forces during the repeated trials of the same subject had standard deviations in 

the ranges of 7-14%BW (Fres1) and 5-14%BW (Fres2). 
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Figure 2: Time courses of contact force, friction moment, and coefficient of friction; 

Top: contact force Fres and its components. Middle: friction moment Mres and its 

components. Bottom: coefficients of friction.µ from 3D calculation; µx (sagittal plane), 

µy (frontal plane), and µz (horizontal plane) from simplified 2D calculations. The data 

presented are for an average subject during level walking at approximately 1 m/s. 

Vertical lines: borders of the flexion phase. The diagram starts before heel strike. 
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Figure 3: Peak values of contact force, friction moment and coefficient of friction; A: 

contact force Fres, B: friction moment Mres, C: coefficient of friction µ. Individual 

numerical mean values and ranges from 8 subjects. Mres1|Mres2, µ1|µ2 = values at the 

instant of the force maxima Fres1|Fres2 (see Figure 2). Mmax, µmax = absolute maxima 

during a whole walking cycle. 

 

Friction moments 

Figure 2B shows the time courses of Mres and its components. Mres increased from 

heel strike (HS) to CHS and reached values of Mres1|Mres2 = 0.16|0.21% BWm. The 

maximum Mmax = 0.22% BWm acted slightly later than the force maximum Fres2. Mres 

climbed to a second, smaller peak of 0.19% BWm, which acted 15% of the cycle time 

after CHS, but before toe off of the ipsilateral leg (TO). During the intermediate 

minimum between CHS and TO, the joint rotation changed from extension to flexion. 

From HS to CHS, Mres was predominantly determined by component Mx, which acts 

in the sagittal plane of movement. After that and until the end of the stance phase the 

absolute values of My in the frontal plane exceeded those of Mx.  

The patterns and magnitudes of Mx were relatively uniform for all 8 subjects (Figure 

4A). On average the maximum of My had nearly the same magnitude as that of Mx 

(Figure 4B). The individual maxima of My (second peak value in subject H7) acted at 

very similar times. However, the variation of the individual maxima was much larger 

compared to Mx. Especially during the first half of the stance phase the time courses 

of My individually varied greatly. On average the peak value of the moment Mz was 
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about ¼ of that of Mx or My (Figure 4C). The individual time courses of Mz were 

similar, but the magnitudes varied considerably.  

Figure 3B shows the averages and ranges of the peak values of Mres at the times of 

Fres1|Fres2. Mres1|Mres2 individually varied extremely with inter-trial standard deviations 

of 0.01 to 0.03%BW for both peak moments Mres1 and Mres2. Mres1 ranged from 0.12% 

BWm (H2) to 0.23% BWm (H1), while Mres2 lay between 0.15% BWm (H3) and 

0.29% BWm (H7). In 7 subjects Mres increased between the times of Fres1 and Fres2 

(Figure 4D), with peak values of Mmax between 0.2% BWm (H8) and 0.32% BWm 

(H4); it decreased only in H3, but increased again after the time of Fres2. In 5 subjects 

Mmax occurred with a time delay after Fres2 between 6% (H4) and 16% (H2) of the gait 

cycle; in 1 patient Mmax occurred 2% before Fres2 (H7), and in 2 subjects, no time 

delay was observed (H5 and H8). The individual inter-trial standard deviations of 

Mmax lay between 0.01 and 0.03%BWm. 
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Figure 4: Components of friction moment; Components Mx, My, Mz around x, y, z 

axes (see Figure 1). Individually averaged patterns of subjects H1 to H8 (color), and 

average patterns of all subjects (black) 
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Friction coefficients 

At HS µ was the lowest with an average value of µ = 0.02 (Figure 2C) and then 

increased nearly linearly. The values at the times of Fres1|Fres2 were µ1|µ2 = 0.04|0.06. 

After the instant when the joint rotation changed from extension to flexion, µ rose 

dramatically and reached its maximum µmax = 0.14, shortly before TO.  

The individual numerical values of µ at the instants of Fres1|Fres2 varied by a factor of 2 

(Figure 3B); µ1 had values between 0.03 (lowest in H2, H4, H8) and 0.06 (highest in 

H3); µ2 varied between 0.04 (H3, H8) and 0.08 (H7). The maxima µmax, which 

occurred shortly before TO, varied more, with values between 0.09 (H8) and 0.23 

(H2). 

The average patterns of the coefficients µx, µy, µz, calculated by the two-dimensional 

approaches, changed throughout the whole gait cycle (Figure 2C). µx in the main 

plane of movement corresponded well to µ (3D) throughout most of the loading cycle. 

However, shortly before and after joint rotation changed from extension to flexion, µx 

fell to zero. During the flexion phase, especially at its end, µx also deviated from µ. A 

temporary decline similar to µx was also observed for µz in the plane of femur 

rotation, when joint movement changed from extension to flexion. At the same time 

µy in the abduction-adduction plane reached a maximum. 

 

Friction-induced power  

With Qflex = 5.0 W, the highest friction-induced power was observed in subjects H5 

and H7 during the flexion phase (Figure 5), although Fres and Mres were very small 

(Figure 2A) during most of this period. In 7 of the 8 subjects, Qflex was higher than 

Qext, which was mainly due to the higher values of µ and v during flexion (equation 

11a, b). The individual differences between Qflex and Qext varied considerably (Figure 

5). The greatest difference was calculated for H5, in which QFlex was 2.9 times higher 

than Qext. The smallest difference was 4%, observed in H4. In H8, Qflex was 21% 

lower than Qext. The inter-individual average power throughout the whole cycle was 

Qaver = 2.3 W, with a range between 1.4 W (H1) and 3.8 W (H7). The average sliding 

speed during flexion was 2.2 times higher than during extension (Table 1), with 

individual values between 1.5 (H8) and 4.5 (H5).  
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Figure 5: Average friction-induced power Q during flexion and extension phases and 

whole walking cycle; Qext = Q during extension phase; Qflex = Q during flexion phase; 

Qaver = Q during whole step; Individual values of subjects H1 to H8 and averages 

(right columns) 

 

Discussion 

This study reports for the first time on the assessment of in vivo friction in artificial hip 

joints during walking. The in vivo measured friction moment, at 3 month post-

operative, increased during every gait cycle and as a consequence the coefficient of 

friction.  

 

Forces and friction moments 

Different in vitro test conditions were applied by others when investigating friction in 

hip joint prostheses. Several studies investigated friction by moving the joint in one 

plane like a pendulum [18, 19, 29, 30], simulating flexion/extension, and neglected 

movement around the other 2 axes. Our results show that these test conditions may 

be much too simplified. In reality the abduction-adduction moment My rises to nearly 

the same peak value (0.18% BWm) as the flexion-extension moment Mx (0.2% 
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BWm). Additionally, the joint contact force is not sinusoidal. It may affect the re-

formation of a lubricating film during the swing phase when applying a sinus-load.  

The resultant moment Mres shows a different time-course than the resultant force Fres 

(Figure 2A, B). Although the second force maximum is slightly lower than the first 

one, the moment is much higher at the instant of the second force peak. This is 

because friction continuously increases during the extension phase of walking 

(Figure 2C). The additional peak in the moment curve, shortly before TO, is caused 

by the sharp increase of the moments Mx and Mz when the hip begins to flex (see 

below). This finding stands in contrast to in vitro findings [18, 30], which are based on 

movements in only one plane. In these studies, the moment showed a plateau 

phase. 

Micro-separation during the swing phase, as reported by others [31, 32], can alter the 

lubrication conditions in the joint. This effect was never observed in our subjects, 

investigated now and in the past. Otherwise fast changes in the directions of Fres or 

one of its components would have been observed.  

 

Coefficient of friction 

The coefficient µ increases by 46% from HS to the instant when the joint starts to flex 

(Figure 2C). Directly after the change of joint movement from extension to flexion, µ 

rose sharply in all subjects and reached its maximum at about TO, when the resultant 

force has markedly been fallen already. This effect has not been described previously 

in such detail. 

It must be assumed that the synovia is squeezed out by the high forces during the 

extension. In vitro studies reported that µ increases when the sliding properties 

change from lubricated to dry [17, 21, 22, 35]. Furthermore numerical studies with 

hard/hard pairings have shown that the thickness of the fluid film changes in relation 

to the joint loading during the gait cycle [30, 34]. It was shown that the fluid film 

thickness decreases at the end of the swing phase, and therefore µ and wear rise, if 

the swing phase load is increased [30]. A higher swing phase load prevents or 

restrains the re-formation of the lubrication film, required for good lubrication during 

the subsequent stance phase. If this explanation also holds true for the investigated 

ceramic/polyethylene combination of head/cup, a higher swing phase load would let 
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µ decrease less sharply after TO and thus raise the level at which µ starts at the next 

HS. 

Moreover, the strong increase of µ when the joint starts to flex could possibly be 

caused by a breakdown of the fluid film at the temporary stop of the relative joint 

movement, similar to the in vitro observation during the first step after a rest [33].  

Another factor influencing the time pattern of µ may be a changing size of the load 

bearing area between head and cup, perpendicular to the resultant force vector. This 

could be especially true if µ were dependent on the pressure magnitude. Both factors 

could not be investigated in this study. 

In contrast to previous in vitro studies, the in vivo coefficient of friction was now 

determined for the 3D case. The obtained pattern of µ differs from the pattern of µx in 

the main movement plane of the femur. Both coefficients are nearly identical from HS 

to CHS and deviate by no more than 5%. However, during the flexion phase, the 

difference between both coefficients increased up to 9% at TO.  

Studies with a simple pendulum test determined values of µx between 0.04 and 0.09 

for a lubricated regime [18,36,37]. This compares well with our finding of µ1=0.04 and 

µ2=0.06 during the extension phase. However, µmax = 0.14 at the instant of toe off 

was much higher in our study.  

The peak values of Fres individually varied by 39%, but the peak values of µ differed 

by 246% (Figure 3C). The variance of µ is most likely due to individually different 

lubrication properties of the synovia fluid.  

 

Friction-induced power  

The friction-induced temperature rise in ceramic/PE implants has been measured in 

vivo previously [10]. An estimated average friction-induced power of 0.79 W during 

walking was reported, which is much less than the average of 2.3 W determined in 

the current study. It may be that heat convection by the blood flow has been 

underestimated in the previous study. Other reasons for this discrepancy may be 

differences between the subjects investigated, and the small sizes of both cohorts. 

This assumption is supported by another result of the cited study, namely that the 

temperature increase, measured after 1 hour of walking, individually varied by a 

factor of nearly 3 after the body weight of all subjects had been standardized. A 
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similarly large factor of 2.7 was observed for the friction-induced power Qaver, which 

decreased to 2.3 after normalizing the body weight.  

The large individual differences of Qaver are most likely caused by varying synovia 

properties, as already indicated by the variations of µ. Additionally, different running-

in effects of the gliding partners may affect the friction-induced power. This running-in 

effect and the expected decrease of µ and Qaver with increased postoperative time 

will be investigated in a future study. 

In conclusion it was shown: The friction moment in the hip joint mainly occurred in the 

frontal and sagittal plane during walking. The resultant coefficient of friction increased 

nearly linearly during extension and increased drastically in the beginning of flexion 

with the maximum value approximately the ipsilateral toe off. This suggests that the 

synovia is squeezed out of the intra-articular joint space. Furthermore, the peak 

values of the coefficient of friction were always determined during the flexion phase. 

This indicates that the lubrication regime certainly changed into a dry phase at every 

step.  

 

Limitations of the study 

There are some limitations to this study: the number of investigated subjects was 

small; they were younger than the majority of hip-replacement patients; and only one 

implant type was investigated at only one speed of walking and one time after 

implantation. However, the large individual variations of friction coefficient and 

generated power, as well as the changes of the friction coefficient throughout the gait 

cycle will probably not be much influenced qualitatively by age or materials. The 

effects of walking speed and postoperative time is currently investigated an additional 

study. 
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Abstract  

Introduction 

After hip surgery, it is the orthopedist’s decision to allow full weight bearing to prevent 

complications or to prescribe partial weight bearing for bone ingrowth or fracture 

consolidation. While most loading conditions in the hip joint during activities of daily 

living are known, it remains unclear how demanding physiotherapeutic exercises are. 

Recommendations for clinical rehabilitation have been established, but these 

guidelines vary and have not been scientifically confirmed. The aim of this study was 

to provide a basis for practical recommendations by determining the hip joint contact 

forces and moments that act during physiotherapeutic activities.  

Methods: Joint contact loads were telemetrically measured in 6 patients using 

instrumented hip endoprostheses. The resultant hip contact force, the torque around 

the implant stem, and the bending moment in the neck were determined for 13 

common physiotherapeutic exercises, classified as weight bearing, isometric, long 

lever arm, or dynamic exercises, and compared to the loads during walking. 

Results: With peak values up to 441%BW, weight bearing exercises caused the 

highest forces among all exercises; in some patients they exceeded those during 

walking. During voluntary isometric contractions, the peak loads ranged widely and 

potentially reached high levels, depending on the intensity of the contraction. Long 

lever arms and dynamic exercises caused loads that were distributed around 50% of 

those during walking. 

Conclusion: Weight bearing exercises should be avoided or handled cautiously within 

the early post-operative period. The hip joint loads during isometric exercises depend 

strongly on the contraction intensity. Nonetheless, most physiotherapeutic exercises 

seem to be non-hazardous when considering the load magnitudes, even though the 
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loads were much higher than expected. When deciding between partial and full 

weight bearing, physicians should consider the loads relative to those caused by 

activities of daily living. 

Introduction 

After hip surgery, such as total hip arthroplasty (THA), osteotomies or osteosynthesis 

of proximal femoral fractures, physiotherapy and mobilization usually begin on the 

first post-operative day. Early mobilization leads to faster recovery and reduces 

complications due to bed rest, such as thrombosis or pneumonia [1,2]. Concurrently, 

many elderly patients are unable to walk with partial weight bearing due to insufficient 

arm strength or poor body control [3,4]; therefore, many surgeons allow early full 

weight bearing.  

The question has been addressed if immediate full weight bearing is detrimental for 

bone ingrowth in THA surfaces. When uncemented implant stems lack primary 

stability, micromotions at the bone-stem-interface may occur with high loads [5] and 

impair long-term fixation. Studies demonstrated that bone ingrowth into porous 

surfaces decreases with increasing micromotion: the larger the motion between the 

bone and the implant, the more the implant fixation is dominated by fibrous tissues 

instead of cancellous bone [6,7]. As a result, on one hand, a lack of primary stability 

requires partial weight bearing for up to 12 weeks to ensure proper bone ingrowth. 

On the other hand, implant design, coating materials and implantation techniques 

have substantially improved over the last decades, increasing the primary stability of 

uncemented stems [8–11], thus indicating that partial weight bearing is not essential 

for bone ingrowth. Due to the controversial arguments, there is no consensus among 

orthopedic surgeons whether to allow early full weight bearing, and recommendations 

vary in clinical practice from immediate unrestricted weight bearing to partial or even 

toe-touch weight bearing for several weeks [4,12–14]. 

For osteotomies or surgically stabilized femoral neck fractures, primary stability of the 

osteosynthesis is decisive for fracture consolidation. Depending on the location and 

complexity of the fracture, shear and bending forces or moments may delay or even 

hinder bone union [15,16]. For inter- and pertrochanteric femoral fractures, failure 

rates of 10 and 40% have been reported [17]. The aim of any surgical intervention is 

therefore to provide a stable fixation to allow full weight bearing during activities of 
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daily living. In some cases, this cannot be achieved or the weight bearing capacity of 

the fixation is questionable. 

However, avoiding high loads at the fracture site or bone-stem-interface throughout 

the first post-operative weeks appears to be beneficial for optimal bone healing. A 

justified classification for ‘high’ or ‘low’ load levels depends on the investigated 

implant, the fracture situation, the disease, and several other factors; therefore it 

cannot be generalized. However, it is impossible to provide general exact thresholds 

for forces or moments which are detrimental for osteoarthritis or the outcome of 

surgical interventions. Most studies that tested the primary stability of implants used 

force magnitudes based on Bergmann’s findings [18,19]. As the primary stability 

depends on several factors, the tolerable load levels would have to be individually 

defined. Here, high loads are considered those that overload the surrounding 

musculoskeletal structures and thereby result in possible damage. Particularly during 

the most frequent activities of daily living (ADL), which include walking, standing and 

going up or down stairs, cyclic or permanent high loads may be detrimental. Previous 

in vivo investigations have measured peak hip contact forces of approximately 250% 

of the patient’s bodyweight (BW) during level walking and torsional moments of 

1.6%BWm around the implant axis [18]. During stumbling, forces of nearly 900%BW 

were measured [20]. Whereas the loading conditions during most ADL are known, it 

remains unclear how demanding physiotherapeutic exercises are. Only one study 

investigated the hip contact forces during physiotherapy [21], which were measured 

telemetrically using an instrumented joint implant. The data were collected in only 

one patient and the loading situations were not precisely defined. 

The aim of this study was to augment this knowledge by systematically measuring 

the hip contact loads during physiotherapeutic exercises in vivo in a cohort of 6 

patients. This study focuses on the resultant joint contact force, the bending moments 

in the femoral neck and the torque around the implant stem axis, as these are the 

three most important mechanical factors for THA, osteotomies, femoral neck 

fractures, and coxarthrosis [19].  
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Materials and Methods 

Subjects 

Six patients (5 male, 1 female, mean age 58±7 years, body mass 86±6 kg, height 

174±5 cm) with instrumented hip endoprostheses were investigated. In every patient, 

advanced hip osteoarthritis was confirmed and indications for total hip replacement 

were given. The study was approved by the Charité Ethics committee under the 

registry number EA2/057/09 and registered with the ‘German Clinical Trials Register’ 

(DRKS00000563). All patients gave written informed consent prior to participating in 

this study.  

 

Physiotherapeutic exercises 

Prior to the evaluations conducted for this study, we repeatedly measured peak 

forces during the exercises within the first post-operative year to investigate possible 

changes over time. Such changes were not observed, as shown by sample 

measurements provided in the data base www.OrthoLoad.com. Therefore, we 

present data from time points when the patients were able to perform the exercises 

without pain. Subject #4 reported pain in the contralateral hip during exercise #4; it 

was therefore excluded from the analysis for this patient. The finally selected and 

evaluated measurements were taken between the 5th and 12th post-operative month, 

except from exercise #11 with data taken from the 4th postoperative week.  

All patients followed an investigation protocol that included 13 common 

physiotherapeutic exercises (Table 1) which were performed on a therapy table. The 

selection included weight bearing exercises with closed kinetic chains (exercises #1- 

#4), isometric exercises in which the patient was instructed to actively contract 

his/her muscles (#5 - #7), exercises with the force acting at a long lever arm (#8, #9), 

and simple dynamic exercises in the supine position (#10 - #13). Instructions were 

given by an experienced physiotherapist who also ensured that all exercises were 

performed correctly without compensational movements that could influence the 

acting loads.  

Every patient repeated the physiotherapeutic exercises 8 times. The first and last 

repetitions were excluded from the evaluation; the first one because verbal 

instructions slowed the movement down and the last one because the patients 
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tended to perform it faster. As a result, 6 repetitions were included in the analysis. 

Each subject additionally walked 5 times along a 10 m walkway on level ground and 

the data from 10 walking cycles were analyzed.   

 

Table 1: Description of 13 physiotherapeutic exercises 
 
Number Exercise Description 

1 Lifting pelvis (Bridging) maximally 
Supine position: knees flexed, feet standing 
on therapy table, arms at rest on table 
surface beside trunk. Pelvis lifted maximally. 

2 Lifting pelvis (Bridging) slightly 
Supine position: knees flexed, feet standing 
on therapy table, arms at rest on table 
surface beside trunk. Pelvis lifted slightly. 

3 
Lifting pelvis (Bridging) one legged 
standing on ipsilateral leg 

Supine position: knees flexed, feet standing 
on therapy table, arms rest on table surface 
beside trunk. Pelvis and the contralateral leg 
lifted. 

4 
Lifting pelvis (Bridging) one legged 
standing on contralateral leg 

Supine position: knees flexed, feet standing 
on therapy table, arms rest on table surface 
beside trunk. Pelvis and the ipsilateral leg 
lifted. 

5 Isometric contraction; flexed knees 
Supine position: feet standing on surface. 
Dorsiflexion, heels push into surface, gluteus 
maximus contracted, pelvis tilted posteriorly. 

6 Isometric contraction; straight knees 

Supine position: dorsiflexion, knee hollows 
push onto the therapy table surface (active 
knee extension), gluteus maximus 
contracted. 

7 Isometric hip abduction  

Supine position: Straight leg, patient pushes 
isometrically against external force 
transducer as strong as possible without 
pain. 

8 Hip abduction with straight knee  

Lateral position: hip abduction with 
dorsiflexion, extended knee, slight hip 
internal rotation. Strict supervision to prevent 
abdominal musculature, hip flexors or 
quadratus lumborum muscle being used for 
compensating possible weakness of 
abductor muscles. 

9 Hip flexion with straight knee 
Supine position: straight leg, hip flexed to 
about 30° and held for 4 seconds.  

10 Dynamic hip abduction  

Supine position: leg abducted and adducted 
dynamically back to original position while 
heel drags over surface, limb is only slightly 
lifted. 

11 
Hip and knee flexion/extension; heel on 
bench 

Supine position: hip and knee flexed, heel 
drags over surface, limb is not lifted entirely. 

12 Pelvis tilt 
Supine position: feet standing on surface, 
pelvis tilted anteriorly (Hyperlordosis).  

13 Pelvis tilt 
Supine position: feet standing on surface, 
pelvis tilted posteriorly  (Hypolordosis). 
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Instrumented implants 

The in vivo forces and moments were measured using instrumented hip implants with 

an inductive power supply and telemetric data transmission. Clinically proven, 

standard implants (type CTW, Merete Medical GmbH, Berlin, Germany) with a 

titanium stem and 32-mm Al2O3 ceramic head were equipped with 6 internal strain 

gauges to measure the deformations in the implant neck. By applying complex 

calibration loads and procedures, 3 force and 3 moment components were calculated 

from the deformations with an accuracy of 1-2%. All forces and moments were 

normalized to the patient’s body weight and are reported as %BW and %BM*m, 

respectively. The data from implants on the left side were mirrored to the right side. 

Further details have been described previously [22]. 

 

Coordinate systems 

The forces and moments were measured in the implant system x’, y’, z’, centered in 

the middle of the head (Figure 1). The plane x’/z’ is formed by the implant neck and 

the long axis of the femur. The force component Fx’ acts laterally, Fy’ anteriorly, and  

–Fz’ distally along the femur axis. Fres is the resultant force, consisting of all 3 

components. The moment components Mx’, My’, and Mz’ turn right around the x’, y’, 

and z’ axes.  

Figure 1:  Resultant force, torsional moment around the implant stem and bending 

moment in the femoral neck; View from posterior. The torsional moment Mtors rotates 

the implant backwards around its stem axis. The bending moment Mbend acts in the 

middle of the femoral neck.  = CCD angle.  
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Evaluated loads 

Three types of loads were evaluated (Figure 1): 

1. The resultant contact force Fres consists of its 3 components: 

        (Equ. 1) 

2. The torsional moment Mtors acts around the implant’s stem axis and rotates the 

implant inwards when positive. With  = 45° being the angle between the 

implant’s stem and neck axes, and L being the length of the implant neck, 

given by the distance between the center of the implant head and the point of 

intersection of the neck axis and the implant shaft axis, Mtors is calculated by 

the following equation: 

   (Equ. 2) 

3. The bending moment Mbend acts in the middle of the femoral neck, 

perpendicular to the neck axis:  

          (Equ. 3) 

with     

                    

N is the distance between the head center and the middle of the femoral neck and 

equals L/2. The direction of Mbend is not reported here. 

 

Analysis of time-load patterns 

The time-load patterns of Fres, Mtors and Mbend were averaged throughout the entire 

exercise. A dynamic time warping algorithm [23] was used to deform the time scales 

of the 6 repetitions, so that the summed squared errors between the 6 Fres patterns 

became a minimum. These time-deformed forces were then averaged arithmetically 

and delivered the ‘patient-specific’ time course of Fres for this exercise. The ‘patient-

specific’ curves from all 6 patients were averaged again, using the same algorithms, 

which finally delivered the ‘activity-specific’ time pattern of Fres. The time 

deformations obtained when averaging Fres were then applied to the Mtors and Mbend 

patterns before averaging their time patterns, too.  

)(
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Analysis of load maxima 

The absolute maxima of Fres, Mtors and Mbend, acting within each single trial, were 

determined for the 6 repetitions of each of the 6 patients, resulting in 36 peak values 

for every exercise (30 for #4). An exploratory data analysis was performed on the 3 

load maxima and depicted as box plots in Figure 2. The same procedure was 

performed for the 10 walking cycles of each patient. 

For defining high and low loads and enabling an interpretation of the measured data, 

we used the peak load values during walking as references. The median peaks of 

Fres, Mtors and Mbend during walking with full weight bearing were set to 100% and 

exercise loads higher than these limits were classified to be ‘high’. Loads were 

named ‘medium’ if their peak values lay between 50% and 100% of these limits, and 

‘low’ if they were lower than 50%. These classifications are based on clinical 

considerations: If a surgeon allows the patient to walk without support, 

physiotherapeutic exercised causing medium and even high loads should also be 

tolerated. If only walking with half body weight is permitted, physiotherapeutic 

exercises which cause medium or even high loads should consequently be avoided. 

Separately for each exercise, the individual median peak values of Fres, Mtors and 

Mbend were compared to the 100% and 50% levels of the same subject, using a 

Student’s-t-Test for unpaired samples with a significance level of p = 0.05. The 

numbers of patients having high and medium loads were indicated in Figure 2. 

 

Analysis of load dependency on muscular strength 

Due to observations from previous measurements and theoretical considerations, we 

expected that the patient’s muscular strength influences the maximum loads during 

the exercises, assuming that strong patients would produce high loads during 

isometric exercises (#5, 6, and 7). When exercising against gravity (e.g. #8, 9), 

however, the loads were expected to remain at the lowest possible limits, determined 

by the patient’s anthropometric data as segment masses and lever arms of masses 

and muscles.  

Patients were grouped into those being physically active or passive. The ‘active’ 

group consisted of patients 1, 3, and 5, who frequently practiced sports like biking, 

hiking, or swimming. Patients 2, 4, and 6, who didn’t practice any sports, were 
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assigned to the ‘passive’ group. The forces during exercises # 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 were 

analyzed and compared between groups using a Student’s-t-test to test the 

assumptions. 

 

Results 

Time-load patterns 

Figure 3 shows the activity-specific time-load patterns for each exercise. The pattern 

of level walking showed two peaks for Fres, Mtors, as well as Mbend: the first peaks 

were Fres = 263%BW, Mtors = 2.2%BWm, and Mbend = 3.9%BWm on average. The 

second peaks were lower with Fres = 242%BW, Mtors = 0.8%BWm and Mbend = 

3.7%BWm. The average loads during the two-legged stance were Fres = 93%BW, 

Mtors = 0.2%BWm, and Mbend = 1.3%BWm. 

Throughout all activities, the time-load patterns of Mbend closely resembled those of 

Fres. The same was found for Mtors with the exception of exercises #1 (lifting pelvis 

maximally), #2 (lifting pelvis slightly), #8 (hip abduction lateral position), and #13 

(tilting the pelvis posteriorly), in which the activity-specific Mtors moment remained 

close to zero.   
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Figure 2: Median peak loads; Median Peak values of Fres (A), Mtors (B), and Mbend (C) 

and their ranges for the reference activities Level Walking (LW) with full (=100%) and 

half (=50%) weight bearing as well as the 13 physiotherapeutic exercises. Horizontal 

lines mark the activity-specific median peak value from walking. See Table 1 for 

exercise numbers descriptions. Walking at 100% level (with full weight bearing) and 

50% level serve as reference for comparison. The numbers in the upper triangles 

indicate the number of patients having high loads, the number in the triangles below 

indicate the number of patient, in which medium loads were found. 
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Figure 3: Hip joint loading during reference activities and exercises 1 – 13; Resultant 

contact force Fres (black line, left axis), torque Mtors around implant shaft (dotted blue 

line, right axis) and bending moment Mbend in femoral neck (dashed red line, right 

axis). The x-axis indicates the loading time.  
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Load maxima 

Figures 2A - C depict the numerically determined medians and ranges of the peak 

values for Fres, Mtors and Mbend, obtained from the 36 trials (30 for exercise #4) of all 

subjects. Level walking at 100% (full weight bearing) and 50% (half body weight = 

partial weight bearing) served as individual references. The median 50% levels of all 

3 evaluated loads from all subjects were with 130%BW lightly higher than the median 

levels during a one-legged stance (approximately 100%BW). The numbers in the 

upper triangles indicate the number of subjects for which an exercise caused 

individual median peak loads which were significantly higher than the individual 

median peak loads during walking (‘high loads’). The lower triangles indicate the 

number of patients whose loads were significantly higher than the individual 50% 

levels but lower than the 100% levels and therefore graded as ‘medium’ loads. 

Resultant force Fres: The median peak value of Fres during walking, i.e. the 100% 

level, was 266%BW. The weight bearing exercise #3 (one-legged bridging, standing 

on the operated leg) was the only exercise for which the median peak force of all 

subjects exceeded 100%, i. e. the reference during walking (median 303 %BW, 

range 225-441 %BW). Although the median peaks of exercises #1, #5, #6, and #7 

(weight bearing or isometric exercises) were lower than during walking, the 99th 

percentiles exceeded the 100% level or came close to it. Only during exercise #1 did 

3 patients have high loads. In the remaining exercises, the 99th percentiles were 

lower than the 1st percentile for level walking and in none of the patients high forces 

were found. 

Torsional moment Mtors: The median peak value during walking was 2.2%BWm. 

Similarly to the observations for the force, the median peak torque during weight 

bearing exercise #3 was close to 100% (2.0 %BWm, 1.0 to 3.6 %BWm). In three of 

the subjects, high moments were found. The 99th percentiles of exercises #4, #5, and 

#7 (weight bearing or isometric exercises) exceeded the 100% level. During exercise 

#4, one patient had high values of Mtors and 2 patients during exercise #7. The 99th 

percentiles of exercises #6, #9, #11, and #13 did not reach 100%, but approached it 

closely, with one patient having high values. For exercises #1, 2, 8, and 13, the peak 

values ranged from negative values of -0.7%BWm to positive 1.5%BWm, i.e., the 

medians were distributed around zero. 
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Bending moment Mbend: The median peak value during walking was 3.9%BWm. As 

for force and torque, exercise #3 also caused the highest bending moment of all the 

exercises. The median was higher than 100% (4.0 BWm , 3.2 to 5.4 %BWm). Three 

of the patients had high values of Mbend. During other weight bearing and isometric 

exercises (#1, #2, #5, #6, and #7), the 99th percentiles exceeded the reference value; 

1 subject had high values. During the exercises #4, #8, #9, #10#, #11, #12, and #13, 

the 99th percentiles remained below 100%. 

 

Load dependency on muscular strength 

From the isometric exercises, #7 revealed a statistically significant difference 

between the active and the passive group (#7: active 241%BW, passive 180%BW,  

p < 0.01). During exercise #5 and #6, the median peak forces showed small 

differences (#5: active 120%BW, passive 144%BW, p = 0.35; #6: active 177%BW, 

passive 171%BW, p = 0.69), but no trend towards higher loads in the active group. 

For the exercises with long lever arms, a significant difference between groups was 

observed when flexing the hip in supine position by raising the leg (#9: active 

140%BW, passive 154%BW, p < 0.01) but abducting the leg in lateral position did not 

show any notable differences (#8: active 146%BW, passive 149%BW, p = 0.51). 

 

Figure 4: Patient- and activity-specific time courses of resultant force Fres; Left: 

Exercise #5 = isometric contraction with flexed knees.  Right: Exercise #7 = hip 

abduction in lateral position. Data from 6 patients. The curves of the isometric 

contraction reveal a broad scattering of the peak values, ranging from 56 to 

232%BW. This range is due to different voluntary muscular contraction intensities 

and depends strongly upon the patient’s motivation and the instructions given by the 

physiotherapist. When abducting the straight leg in the lateral position, peak loads 
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range only slightly between 130 and 162%BW. This is a result of biomechanical 

factors such as similar leg lengths, segment masses and lever arms of the gluteal 

musculature. 

 

Discussion 

This study addressed the question of how demanding post-operative 

physiotherapeutic hip exercises are by determining the acting hip joint forces and 

moments with instrumented implants.  

After hip surgery, physiotherapy is important to mobilize the patient and restore his 

function. The physiotherapist’s aim is thereby to increase muscle strength, improve 

joint mobility and train activities, enabling the patient to live as independently as 

possible. To ensure optimal initial bone ingrowth around the implant, load-dependent 

micromotions at the bone-stem-interface must be minimized as they may otherwise 

prevent implant stabilization and cause loosening. Similarly, high loads acting at 

fracture implants may cause non-union or pseudarthrosis. Orthopedic surgeons are 

confronted with the conflict between permitting unrestricted weight bearing for fast 

recovery and avoiding high mechanical loading that may cause complications and 

hinder fracture consolidation. Additionally, walking with partial weight bearing or only 

floor contact requires a considerable amount of muscle strength in the upper 

extremities and trunk, so it is hardly achievable for many elderly patients [3,4]. These 

may be reasons why rehabilitation protocols vary between clinics. One study found 

large diversity in rehabilitation protocols [12]: out of 53 surveyed surgeons, 38 

allowed full weight bearing for uncemented implants, yet 10 prescribed partial weight 

bearing with half body weight and 3 allowed only toe-touch weight bearing. Only 9 

surgeons reported that their protocols were evidenced-based, but no detailed 

information was provided. 

Among all exercises, the highest median peak loads were observed for the Lifting 

Pelvis weight bearing exercises (#1-4). When Lifting Pelvis was performed with 

support only by the operated leg (#3), the median peak forces and moments 

exceeded 100%, i.e. the values during walking, in 3 to 4 patients. In one trial, Fres 

rose up to even 441%BW equaling 166% of walking with full weight bearing. When 

the pelvis was lifted only slightly (#2), the median peak of Fres reached 82% and were 

therefore in the medium range. Some physicians disapprove Lifting Pelvis as a bed 
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exercise in the early post-operative period, but it should be taken into account that 

the same activity is necessary when using a bedpan. Fleischhauer (2006) 

recommends exercise #4 (Lifting Pelvis standing only on the contralateral leg while 

the operated leg is lifted with extended knee) to be practiced directly after pelvic 

osteotomies [24] because it is commonly believed that a non-weight bearing joint is 

unloaded. In our study, this exercise caused a medium hip contact force above 50%. 

The torsional moment reached values close to 100% in some trials. Such load levels 

in a non-weight bearing joint can be explained by co-contraction of the muscles 

crossing the hip joint as any muscular co-contraction unavoidably increases the joint 

contact force. 

The force-increasing effect of co-contractions can also be observed during isometric 

exercises. Fundamental biomechanical reasons suggest that the theoretically 

achievable ultimate levels depend on the intensity of the muscle contraction and 

therefore on the muscle strength. We did not find notable differences between active 

and passive patients. The assignment to the two cohorts was based on subjective 

observations, however, and the maximum voluntary muscle strength had not been 

quantified. Nevertheless, our data suggest that the contraction intensity depends on 

multiple factors such as the patient’s motivation and/or the instructions given by the 

physiotherapist rather than the maximum strength. Still, according to our 

observations, high intensive contractions may lead to high joint loads during isometric 

exercises. If fractures with uncertain stability prohibit high loads at the fracture site, 

the physiotherapist should therefore avoid high intensity muscle contractions by 

checking the contraction by palpation and controlling it by verbal instructions.  

In contrast to the widely varying forces during isometric co-contractions, the loads 

when exercising against gravity can be predicted relatively precisely from our data 

(Figure 4). The individual forces during flexion or abduction of the straight leg, for 

example, remained in a close range between 49 and 68%BW for #8 and 50 and 

69%BW for #9. The individual bending moments were also similar during flexion and 

abduction. The torsional moment, however, was 7-times higher during flexion than 

during abduction. This is due to the high anteroposterior force component Fy’ when 

flexing the hip joint. During exercises #1, #2, #8, and #13 Mtors was distributed around 

zero when the data from all subjects were averaged, which was a result of 

individually different signs of Fy’ and therefore of Mtors. These varying force directions 

may be a result of different hip joint anatomy, particularly the implant anteversion. 
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When the pelvis was tilted anteriorly and posteriorly (#12 & 13), Mtors even changed 

its sign within the movement in 4 patients, a factor that may increase the risk of 

delayed bone formation at the implant’s interface. 

Dynamic exercises with an open kinetic chain (non-weight bearing conditions) and 

short lever arms (#10-13) caused low peak forces of approximately 38%, torque 

between 23% and 45% and bending moments between 13% and 26%. These are 

values classified as low, but even much lower loads had been expected, because the 

moved body parts were supported by the therapy table and had therefore not to be 

lifted against gravity. This again demonstrates the decisive impact of the muscles on 

the internal loads.  

It remains unclear whether the load magnitudes during walking (= 100%) are the 

critical upper loading limits. Furthermore, the primary stability varies from case to 

case and was not focus of this study so that statements about primary stability cannot 

be given. However, orthopedic surgeons should take the following into account when 

deciding on partial (or even toe-touch) weight bearing: unavoidable activities such as 

using a bed pan and even some bed exercises cause medium to high loads. If 

reduced weight bearing is nevertheless demanded by the surgeon, the 

physiotherapeutic exercises shown here to produce medium or high loads should 

consequently be omitted from physiotherapeutic treatment. Vice versa, the patient 

should be allowed to walk with full weight bearing if these exercises are thought to be 

tolerable. As muscle strengthening is a major aim of physiotherapeutic treatment and 

necessary for recovery, it should be discussed whether strengthening exercises with 

intensive muscle contraction shall be avoided.  

This study has some limitations. We investigated only 6 subjects so that reliable and 

generally representative conclusions are difficult to be drawn. Additionally, the 

assignment to the active and passive group was only based on the sports activities 

reported by the patients. The muscular strength had not been quantified. 

Furthermore, position changes between the single physiotherapeutic exercises could 

possibly lead to high loads. We did not evaluate these movements but instead 

collected the exercise data in a systematic manner for best averaging accuracy and 

intra-individual comparison. This method enabled us to note tendencies and provide 

unique data that have not been previously obtained. The findings of this study give 

important scientific information about in vivo loading during physiotherapeutic 
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exercises and will support orthopedic surgeons, therapists and patients in their 

decision making and help to develop effective and individual rehabilitation protocols.  

 

Conclusions 

Weight bearing activities caused the highest loads among all exercises. Movements 

against resistance or loads acting at long lever arms seem to be non-hazardous 

regarding the force magnitudes, but may cause high torsional moments. The forces 

during isometric contractions depend on the contraction intensity which is rather 

influenced by the motivation than by the maximal muscle strength. Generally, the 

joint contact forces are increased by muscle co-contractions, which press the joint 

partners against each other, an effect that is observed when exercising the 

contralateral limb while the ipsilateral limb is passive. When deciding between partial 

and full weight bearing, physicians should consider the loads relative to those 

observed during walking. 
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Abstract 

Background 

Patients with osteoarthritis, joint implants or fractures use crutches in order to reduce 

lower limb loading. However, insufficient information exists on how much the loading 

is then in fact reduced. This situation was studied by using seven patients who had 

instrumented hip implants. 

Methods 

Part I: To investigate the effectiveness of forearm crutches, crutch and hip joint 

contact forces were measured in seven patients with instrumented hip prostheses. 

Additionally, the bending moments in the implant neck and torsion around its stem 

were determined. Reductions of peak loads during 3, 4, and 2-point gaits were 

compared to loads present when walking without crutches.  

Part II: This examines joint load reduction during a 4-point gait from one to 12 weeks 

post-operatively. 

Findings 

Part I: During a 3, 4, and 2-point gait, the joint force was 17, 12, and 13% lower than 

it was while walking without crutches. The corresponding reductions of the bending 

moment were 16, 11, and 12%, while the maximum torque decreased by 19, 21, and 

10%.  

Part II: The reductions of contact forces in comparison to walking without crutches 

were highest during the first 4 weeks after surgery. One and 4 weeks post-

operatively, the force maximum was 21 and 8% lower than it was after three months. 
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When compared to the initial values of the 1st week, crutch forces decreased by 28% 

in the 4th week and by 38% in the 3rd month.  

Interpretation 

Average reductions of the joint load by more than 20% are only achieved during the 

first 4 post-operative weeks. Because fractures are in most cases relatively stable 

after 6 weeks, and bone ingrowth into implant interfaces is nearly finished after this 

time, a single crutch and a 2-point gait can be prescribed during the 5th and 6th post-

operative week.  

 

Introduction 

Reduction of hip joint loading is of special interest in many clinical situations. Here 

are three important examples: 

A) In the case of coxarthrosis, the resultant joint force Fres determines, in addition to 

the joint contact area, cartilage pressure and progress of the disease (Carter et al. 

2004; Recnik et al. 2007). The pressure is also decisive in cases of cartilage 

repair and for determining the wear in total hip replacements (THRs) (Buford & 

Goswami 2004; Barbour et al. 1995). 

B) For stable fixation of an uncemented THR, bony ingrowth at the stem interface 

and thus the torque Mstem around the implant stem is important. During the first 

weeks post-operatively (pOP), the torque can be critical (Mjöberg et al. 1984; 

Nunn et al. 1989). 

C) Healing of femoral neck fractures often fails, especially in elderly patients (Iorio et 

al. 2004; Roberts & Goldacre 2003; Moran et al. 2005). One reason can be due to 

the high loads present during the first 6 to 12 weeks. Frequent consequences are 

non-union, avascular necrosis or even death (Grace et al. 1994). Most decisive 

for loading of the neck is the bending moment Mneck acting there. 

Canes and crutches are frequently used to reduce the resultant hip contact force 

(Fres), the torque around the implant stem (Mstem) and the bending moment in the 

femoral neck (Mneck). After THR or femoral neck fractures, patients are often advised 

to use crutches for up to 3 months pOP. Commonly, it is recommended to start 

walking with a 3-point gait, when both crutches are moved parallel to the affected leg. 

After approximately 2 weeks, the crutches are in most cases used during an 
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alternating 4-point gait. Then, loading of the affected joint is only influenced by the 

force acting on the contralateral crutch. This type of walking is aimed at training more 

symmetric gait patterns than the 2-point gait does with only a contralateral crutch 

(McDonough & Razza-Doherty 1988). 

The load-reducing effectiveness of crutches has already been discussed by several 

authors (Dabke et al. 2004; Hall & Jensen 2004; Hol et al. 2010). Reduced vertical 

ground reaction forces and muscle activities and more symmetrical gait patterns were 

observed in 19 patients with THR when walking 4 weeks pOP with a 4-point gait 

(Sonntag et al. 2000). It was concluded that contact loads in the hip joint can be 

reduced by up to 15% of the bodyweight (%BW). It was also reported that muscle 

activities changed when walking with canes, causing a decrease in joint contact 

forces of up to 35% (Neumann 1998; Neumann 1999;). Based on measurements of 

ground reaction and crutch forces, hip joint force reductions were reported to be 30 - 

60%BW when applying 15 - 20%BW on the contralateral crutch (Brand & 

Crowninshield 1979; Bergmann et al. 1977). Joint forces during walking with a 2-point 

gait were measured using an instrumented implant in one subject (Bergmann et al. 

1989). On the 6th day, and also 6 weeks pOP, a maximum reduction of the joint force 

of 25% was measured. 

The aim of this study was to determine whether or not – and to what extent – the use 

of crutches leads to load reductions in the hip joint when walking with a 3, 4, and 2-

point gait. Based on the existing literature (Bergmann et al. 1989), we hypothesised 

that Fres, Mstem and Mneck are reduced by no more than 25%, even during a 3-point 

gait. Based on biomechanical considerations, we assumed that a 4 and 2-point gait 

are equally effective. Furthermore we hypothesised that an unloading of the hip joint 

depends on the post-operative time point as well. 

 

Methods 

Instrumented hip implant 

Joint loads on instrumented hip implants were measured in vivo. The prosthesis 

(CTW, Merete Medical, Berlin; Germany) is based on a clinically successful implant 

with a titanium stem and a 32mm Al2O3 ceramic head. It has a CCD angle of 135° 

and a size-dependent neck length (Table 1). A telemetry circuit, 6 strain gauges and 
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an induction coil are arranged in the hollow neck. Detailed descriptions have been 

published previously (Damm et al. 2010). Power is provided inductively by a coil 

around the patient’s hip joint. The strain gauge signals are transferred via an antenna 

in the implant head to an external receiver (Graichen et al. 2007). From the 6 strain 

gauge signals, the 3 force and 3 moment components acting on the implant head are 

calculated. After calibration, an accuracy of 1-2% was determined for each implant. 

The right-handed, femur-based coordinate system (Glaser & Bornkessel 2002) is 

located in the head centre of a right-sided implant. Positive forces Fx, Fy, and Fz act in 

the lateral, anterior, and superior directions (Figure 1). Data from the left implants are 

mirrored to the right side. From the 3 force components, the resultant contact force 

Fres is then calculated. 

 

Figure 1: Coordinate system for the right hip joint; Mneck = moment perpendicular to 

the neck axis, Mstem = moment around the stem axis 
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External measurement system  

The external measurement system has already been described (Graichen et al. 

2007; Graichen et al. 1994). Patients are videotaped during the measurements. The 

telemetric load signals and the crutch forces are recorded simultaneously on video.  

Load transducers (KM30z-2kN, ME-Meßsystem GmbH, Germany) were integrated 

into forearm crutches to measure the longitudinal force Fcrutch in 1 or 2 crutches, 

depending on the type of crutch support. The transducers were connected to the 

external equipment by cables. The crutch length was adjusted to the patients by a 

physiotherapist. 

 

Patients and measurements 

The study was approved by the ethics committee (EA2/057/09) and registered at the 

‘German Clinical Trials Register’ (DRKS00000563). Seven patients with hip 

osteoarthritis participated in the study (Table 1). They all gave informed written 

consent to participate in this study and have their images published. Selected trials of 

all patients are shown and can be downloaded at www.OrthoLaod.com. During 

rehabilitation, the patients had not been instructed to load the crutches in any given 

way. This was regarded as ineffective, because it had been shown that patients are 

unable to limit the ground reaction force at a given level, even after training on a 

bathroom scale (Bergmann et al. 1979). For the actual study we measured the acting 

crutch forces and the in vivo joint loads during a 4 point gait from one to 12 weeks 

pOP and further at 12 weeks pOP during a 3 and 2-point gait. 

Part I of this study compares 3 types of walking with crutches in regard to the load 

reduction achieved in the joint. It comprises measurements taken 10 months pOP in 

patient H1L, 6 months pOP in H2R and 3 months pOP in the remaining 5 patients. 

The patients walked several times without crutches and with a 3, 4, and 2-point gait 

(except for H1L) at a self-selected speed over a distance of 10 m. They were 

instructed to load the crutches as they had done during their rehabilitation to observe 

typical loads under normal daily circumstances. The forces during walking with 

crutches were normalized to the joint forces during walking without crutches, as 

observed on the same day.   
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Table 1: Patients investigated  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part II reports on the changes in hip contact forces during a 4-point gait from the first 

week to the third month pOP. The joint loads were measured in 7 patients once a 

week during the first pOP month, and then monthly. Synchronously the crutch forces 

were measured. During the first four weeks, measurements were undertaken under 

the guidance of a physiotherapist. 

 

Data evaluation 

All forces were normalised and are given as a percent value of the patients’ 

bodyweight (%BW). From the 3 force components, the torque Mstem around the stem 

axis, and the resultant bending moment Mneck in the middle of the femoral neck were 

calculated in % of the patients’ body weight times meter (%BWm). The direction of 

Mneck is not reported here. Relative changes of Mneck in the middle of the neck are the 

same as the relative changes at other locations of the neck. 

During all types of gait, Fres had 2 peak values (Fig. 2); labelled Fres1|Fres2 (notation 

“X|Y” generally indicates values at the instants of Fres1 and Fres2). Fres1 acted 

approximately at the instant of contralateral toe off (CTO), Fres2 at contralateral heel 

strike (CHS). The loads Mstem1|Mstem2, Mneck1|Mneck2 and Fcrutch1|Fcrutch2 were 

determined at the instants of Fres1| Fres2. 

In Part I, median values and standard deviations of the peak values from 20 – 70 

steps were analysed from every subject for each kind of crutch use. The reductions 

Patient 
Age 

[years] 
Sex 

Body weight 

[N] 

Neck Length 

[mm] 

H1L 56 male 754 55.6 

H2R 62 male 755 59.3 

H3L 60 male 880 55.6 

H4L 50 male 814 63.3 

H5L 62 female 853 55.6 

H6R 69 male 832 63.3 

H7R 53 male 899 59.3 
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of these peak values, caused by the crutches, are stated in percent of the levels 

when walking without crutches. Separately and for each patient it was determined 

statistically whether Fres was significantly lower when walking with crutches than it 

was without crutches (Man-Whitney-U; p<0.01).  

In addition, average force-time patterns from the 20 – 70 steps were calculated for 

Fres, Mneck, Mstem and Fcrutch separately for each subject and kind of crutch use. The 

employed ‘time-warping’ method (Bender & Bergmann 2011) first normalises the 

period times of all included steps. Then, the single time scales are distorted in such a 

way that the squared differences between all deformed curves, summed over the 

period time, are minimised. Finally an arithmetic average curve is calculated from all 

deformed curves. This average curve was first calculated from the time patterns of 

Fres, and the time deformations obtained from the single trials were then transferred 

to Mneck, Mstem and Fcrutch before these loads were averaged.  

The averaging procedure was first performed on the data of the single subjects. 

Using the same method, the average force patterns of all 7 patients were combined. 

If not stated otherwise, all data presented refer to the obtained ‘average’ patient. 

Because the errors between the single trials were minimised over all loading cycles, 

the peak values of the average curves can deviate slightly from the averaged 

numerical values at the 1st and 2nd peak. 

In Part II, the changes of Fres1|Fres2 in the ‘average’ patient and the additional average 

crutch forces were evaluated throughout the first 3 months pOP during a 4-point gait. 

The crutch-dependent reductions were related to the corresponding values 3 months 

pOP. 
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Results 

Resultant joint force Fres 

Figure 2 shows the average patterns of Fres during free walking without crutches and 

the 3 types of crutch use. Without crutches, Fres1|Fres2 were 240|237 %BW. During a 

3-point gait, they changed by -17|-30%. During a 4-point gait, the changes were  

-12|-15%, which was the nearly the same as it was during a 2-point gait with  

-13|-14%. 

The reductions of Fres1|Fres2 by crutches inter-individually varied considerably (Figure 

3). During a 3-point gait, the changes of Fres1 were in the range of +5% to -29%. In 

H1L, Fres1 even increased. Fres2 changed by -11% to -53%. When walking with a  

4-point gait, Fres1 changed from +11% to -21%, and Fres2 changed from -2% to -25%. 

Again, Fres1 increased in H1L, and in H7L Fres2 remained unchanged. During a 2-point 

gait, Fres1 changed by -13% to -20%, and Fres2 changed by -4% to -38%.  

In 5 patients, Fres2 always decreased more than Fres1 did. Only in H5L and H7R did 

the crutches reduce Fres1 more than Fres2. In H3L, H4L, H5L and H7R, the reductions 

of Fres1 and Fres2 were similar during a 4 and 2-point gait. In H2R and H6R, walking 

with a 2-point gait was much more effective than walking with 4-point gait was. 

The influence of the walking speed (Table 2) on the measured load reduction at 

Fres1|Fres2 was determined. The linear coefficients of determination (R²) calculated 

were 0.18|0.52 for a 3-point gait, 0.51|0.01 for a 4-point gait and 0.04|0.17 for a  

2-point gait. 
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Figure 2: Average changes of forces and moments during one load cycle; Walking 

without (w/o) and with crutches with a 3, 4, and 2-point gait. Averages of 7(6) 

subjects and 20 to 70 loading cycles per subject; Upper diagram: resultant joint 

contact force Fres and crutch forces Fcrutch. Lower diagram: bending moment Mneck 

and torque Mstem; CTO = contralateral toe off, CHS = contralateral heel strike. 
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Figure 3: Individual changes of peak force Fres; Walking without (w/o) and with 

crutches with a 3, 4 and 2-point gait. Changes in 7 subjects in percent of forces 

during free walking; Data from 20 to 70 loading cycles per subject, 3 to 10 months 

after THR; Left: peak value Fres1. Right: peak value Fres2. Asterisks *: Significant 

changes relative to free walking. 

 

Bending moment Mneck in the femoral neck  

The 2 peak values Mneck1|Mneck2 acted at nearly the same times as did the peak 

forces Fres1|Fres2 (Figure 2). During free walking, Mneck1|Mneck2 values had the same 

average height of 3.5|3.5 %BWm. The following load changes were measured when 

walking with crutches: -16|-33% during a 3-point gait, -11|-14% during a 4-point gait, 

and -12|-14% during a 2-point gait. The reductions of Mneck during all types of crutch 

usage among the participants differed considerably (Table 2). 
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Torque Mstem around the stem axis  

Mstem2 was lower than Mstem1 during free walking and all types of crutch-supported 

walking. When walking without crutches, Mstem1|Mstem2 had values of 1.7|0.5 %BWm 

(Figure 2). During a 3-point gait, changes of -19|-35% were observed. During a 4-

point gait, Mstem1|Mstem2 changed by -21|0%. In a 2-point gait, the changes were -

10|+15%. The changes of Mstem were also extremely dependent on the investigated 

subject for all types of crutch use (Table 2). 

 

Crutch forces Fcrutch 

When walking with a 3-point gait, both average crutch forces reached their maxima at 

times between the peak forces Fres1 and Fres2 (Figure 2). Throughout the whole 

walking cycle, the average contralateral crutch force was higher than the ipsilateral 

force. On the average, the absolute maximum of Fcrutch in the contralateral crutch was 

highest during a 3-point gait, followed by a 2 and a 4-point gait. 

Fres1|Fres2 were both linearly dependent on the synchronous contralateral crutch force 

Fcrutch. Coefficients of determination (R²) of 0.65 | 0.75 were calculated for a 3-point 

gait, 0.74 | 0.62 for a 4-point gait and 0.84 | 0.75 for a 2-point gait. The regression 

lines revealed that Fres1 was reduced by 6|9|13%BW during 3-|4-|2-point gait if the 

contralateral force Fcrutch increased by 1%BW. For the 2nd peak of Fres, the reductions 

for each 1%BW of the crutch force were 6|11|12%BW. 
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Table 2:   Average gait velocity v, crutch forces Fcrutch at the instants of the 2 peak forces Fres and changes of the bending moment 

Mneck and the torque Mstem; 7 subjects, 3 methods of crutch walking, 3 to 10 months after THR; arithmetic mean values (SD),  

contra = contralateral crutch, ipsilat. = ipsilateral crutch; changes in % of values during free walking 

 

 
Patient H1L H2R H3L H4L H5L H6R H7R 

 

[m/s] v v v v v v v 

w/o 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.9 1.1 1.1 

3-point gait 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.0 0.7 

4-point gait 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.8 

2-point gait - 0.7 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.9 

 

[%BW] Fcrutch1 Fcrutch2 Fcrutch1 Fcrutch2 Fcrutch1 Fcrutch2 Fcrutch1 Fcrutch2 Fcrutch1 Fcrutch2 Fcrutch1 Fcrutch2 Fcrutch1 Fcrutch2 

3-point, contra 4 (1) 7 (3) 16 (5) 22 (4) 13 (2) 14 (2) 12 (4) 19 (5) 9 (3) 6 (2) 2 (1) 12 (2) 10 (5) 19 (2) 
3-point, ipsilat. 2 (2) 5 (3) 14 (5) 18 (4)   5 (1)   7 (1)   6 (2) 12 (5) 5 (2) 6 (3) 2 (1) 10 (2) 6 (4) 18 (3) 
4-point, contra 3 (2) 6 (3)   6 (3)   5 (2) 14 (2) 11 (2) 10 (3) 11 (3) 6 (2) 4 (1) 4 (1) 5 (2) 5 (2) 7 (4) 
2-point, contra --- --- 12 (5) 18 (5) 12 (2) 11 (2)   7 (3) 10 (3) 6 (1) 4 (1) 8 (1) 9 (2) 5 (3) 8 (2) 

 

Δ [%] Mneck1 Mneck2 Mneck1 Mneck2 Mneck1 Mneck2 Mneck1 Mneck2 Mneck1 Mneck2 Mneck1 Mneck2 Mneck1 Mneck2 

3-point gait 3 - 20 - 28 - 59 - 17 - 28 - 18 - 40 - 16 - 10 -8 -41 -19 -2 
4-point gait - 4 - 22 - 8 - 3 - 20 - 25 - 8 - 20 - 12 0 -12 -21 -9 -6 
2-point gait --- --- - 11 - 11 - 20 - 27 - 15 - 23 - 12 - 7 -22 -36 -9 -11 

 

Δ [%] Mstem1 Mstem2 Mstem1 Mstem2 Mstem1 Mstem2 Mstem1 Mstem2 Mstem1 Mstem2 Mstem1 Mstem2 Mstem1 Mstem2 

3-point gait 46 70 - 51 - 68 - 12 - 20 - 27 33 - 6 40 -14 -58 -26 67 
4-point gait - 36 0 - 19 22 - 15 - 21 - 19 66 - 19 40 -26 0 -18 189 
2-point gait --- --- - 13 29 - 9 - 29 - 23 66 - 6 0 -37 -32 -14 104 
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Post-operative changes 

The changes of Fres1|Fres2 and of the synchronous contralateral force Fcrutch during 4-

point walking were highest during the first pOP month (Figure 4). One week pOP, 

Fres1|Fres2 were 18|21% lower in comparison with the force levels 3 months pOP 

(numbers derived from the regression line), and one month pOP, Fres1|Fres2 were 

7|8% lower. Fres2 was always more reduced than Fres1 was throughout the whole time 

of investigation, and this effect was most pronounced at early pOP times. In 

comparison with the first week pOP, the crutch forces Fcrutch1|Fcrutch2 decreased by 

28|40% 4 weeks pOP, and by 38|49% 3 months pOP (numbers derived from the 

regression line). 

 

Figure 4: Resultant peak joint force and simultaneous contralateral crutch forces 

during 4 point gait over the post-operative time; average data from 7 subjects ±1 SD, 

logarithmic best-fit curves 
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Discussion 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study reporting in vivo-measured hip 

contact forces, bending moments in the neck, torque around the stem axis, and 

synchronously acting crutch forces from a group of subjects. Special consideration 

was made to provide realistic measurement conditions. The patients were advised to 

load their crutches in the same way as they had done during their rehabilitation 

period. The aim of this study was to determine the joint load reduction during walking 

with crutches using a 3, 4, and 2-point gait. Based on previous literature and 

biomechanical considerations, three hypotheses were set forward: 

I. Fres, Mstem and Mneck are reduced by no more than 25% for any kind of 

crutch use. 

II. 4-point and 2-point gaits have a similar load-reducing effect. 

III. The reduction of the hip contact force during walking with crutches 

depends on the post-operative time. 

The first hypothesis could not be confirmed. Although the subjects reduced Fres by 

17% on the average during a 3-point gait, by 12% during a 4-point, and by 13% 

during a 2-point gait (Figure 2), Fres reductions during a 3-point gait of up to 53% 

were observed in some patients (Figure 3). In a similar way, MStem was reduced by up 

to 19% on the average during a 3-point gait, and the bending moment Mneck by up to 

16% (Figure 2). However, some patients achieved load reductions of up to 59% for 

Mneck and 68% for MStem (Table 2). 

The second hypothesis could not be confirmed, either. The reduction of Fres was 

similar for both kinds of crutch walking (Figure 2). However, the average reduction of 

MStem was much larger during a 4-point than it was during a 2-point gait. Furthermore 

the intra-individual reductions of MStem and Mneck were very different between these 

two kinds of walking. 

The third hypothesis could however be confirmed; the highest crutch forces and 

highest load reduction on the hip joint during walking with crutches was measured 

during the first four weeks pOP. 
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In the following, the most important findings of this study are summarized: 

a) The 2nd force peak is more effectively decreased by crutches than the 1st peak is. 

b) In a 3-point gait, the 2nd peak of Fres is reduced by approximately 50% more than 

it is in a 4-point or 2-point gait.  

c) The reduction of Fres during a 2-point gait is just as effective as it is during a 4-

point gait; Mstem is, however, best reduced by 4-point gait. 

d) Average reductions of Fres in a 4-point gait of more than 20% are only achieved 

during the first 4 pOP weeks. 

e) The 1st torque maximum Mstem1 around the stem axis is much higher than the 2nd 

one is. In contrast to the reduction of Fres1 and Fres2 by crutches, only Mstem1 was 

clearly reduced.  

 

Based on these observations and other literature data, several conclusions can be 

drawn and clinical suggestions offered: 

1) It could be shown that the load reduction at the first peak during a 3-point gait was 

similar to the load reduction during a 4-point gait (shown in Figure 2). A previous 

study has shown that patients typically load the affected leg during walking with 

crutches more than that expected by many physiotherapists and orthopaedic 

surgeons (Bergmann et al. 1978; Bergmann et al. 1979). Among the findings of 

the previous studies and our own measurement data we conclude that – as long 

as the patients themselves feel safe – they can walk just as well with a 4-point 

gait. 

2) If the use of crutches after THR is ever advised after the 4th week, the patients 

should walk with a 2-point gait but only with 1 crutch. This handicaps them less 

than using 2 crutches and it was shown in Figure 2 and Figure 4 that force 

reduction during a 2 point gait is just as effective as it is during a 4 point gait. 

However if coordination is most important, a 4 point gait should be chosen to 

regain symmetric movement patterns (McDonough & Razza-Doherty 1988; Hesse 

et al. 1999). Otherwise the patients can walk with a 2-point gait with the crutch on 

the contralateral side. 
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3) In regard to the limited load reductions now observed, we assume that the use of 

crutches is more important in order to prevent extremely high loads than it is to 

reduce the peak forces during regular gait cycles. This is explained by the 

following three examples:  

a) After cementless implantation of hip prostheses, the bone needs several weeks 

to grow into the porous interface around the implant (Jasty et al. 1993). It is 

known that this can only proceed if the micro movement in the interface remains 

below a value of 20 to 40 µm (Bragdon et al. 1996; Pilliar et al. 1986). The 

maximum movement can rise with the maximum joint contact force and the torque 

around the stem axis. However a combination of low contact force and a high 

torsion moment can also be critical for the fixation, because of the reduced wedge 

stabilisation.  

b) Fresh fractures of the proximal femur or its neck, stabilised by implants, often 

cannot bear one’s own normal body weight (Brumback et al. 1999). This is 

apparent because the risk of a non-union of the fracture depends not only on the 

high number of loading cycles with the average load, but also on the presence of 

extreme loads. 

c) Unsafe walking as a result of pain and stumbling can cause extremely high hip 

contact forces (Bergmann et al. 2004). Up to 870%BW were observed, and even 

higher levels must be expected in younger subjects. In contrast, occasional 

observations during everyday life and in rehabilitation clinics show that when 

walking with 2 crutches, patients often step fully with the affected leg, for example, 

when opening doors. The current study also indicates that joint forces having an 

average size or greater can act even when walking with crutches, especially in a 

4-point or a 2-point gait. Based on these reports and observations, we assume 

that the main function of crutches and canes used after the fourth or sixth post-

operative week is to remind the patients to walk cautiously and thus prevent 

potential injuries. 

4) In some patients the hip joint load increased if they used the crutches in an 

incorrect manner (for an example, see www.OrthoLoad.com - 

H3L_140311_1_144). This underlines the importance of taking part in an initial 

training of crutch walking. 
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In contrast to the reduction of Fres and Mneck while walking with crutches, only the first 

peak of Mstem was clearly seen to be changed. This peak Mstem1 was on the average 

decreased by up to 19% during a 3-point, 21% during a 4-point, and 10% during a 2-

point gait. This torque is one of the most decisive factors for a stable implant fixation 

(Bergmann et al. 1995; Heller et al. 2001; McKellop et al. 1991; Nunn et al. 1989; 

Phillips et al. 1991). Fractures are in most cases stable after 6 weeks (Wehner et al. 

2010), and bone ingrowth into implant interfaces is nearly complete after this time 

(Jasty et al. 1993). Furthermore the regression line in Figure 4 shows that the joint 

force reduction in the sixth week is only about 3% higher than it is in the eighth week. 

Thus a single crutch and 2-point gait can, according to our observations, be 

prescribed from the 5th and 6th pOP week on. 

 

Limitations 

The study was performed in order to measure the in vivo joint load reduction by using 

instrumented forearm crutches under realistic measurement conditions. The small 

number of investigated subjects and the large number of individual differences in joint 

force reductions achieved by crutches do not support any generalisation of the 

results. All patients were in good physical shape and younger than typical subjects 

after hip replacement. It cannot be excluded that patients who are older or weaker 

will load their crutches less than the subjects here did. No additional measurements 

were made, such as changes of muscle activities or ground reaction forces. 
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9. Summary of results 

During walking the resultant contact force Fres had two peak values in all patients. 

The first one occurs at the instant of contralateral toe off (CTO) and has a value of 

248%BW on average. With 240%BW the second peak was slightly lower and 

occurred at the contralateral heel strike (CHS). Fres was always higher than 35%BW 

during the swing phase of the leg (Figure 1). In contrast to Fres, the measured friction 

moment Mres increased nearly linearly during the whole extension phase, with the 

minimum value at the ipsilateral heel strike (HS) and an average maximum of 

0.26%BWm shortly after the contralateral heel strike (CHS) at (Figure 9.1). 

Figure 9.1: Fres, Mres and µ during walking; average subject, 3 month pOP 

The three-dimensional coefficient of friction µ also increased during the extension 

phase, from 0.04 at CTO to 0.06 at CHS on average. During the flexion phase µ 

further increased to a maximum of 0.14 at toe off (TO) of the ipsilateral leg. The 

average friction-induced power throughout the whole gait cycle was 2.3W on 

average.  

However, the contact forces and friction moments varied greatly between individuals. 

As a consequence, µ ranged from 0.03 to 0.06 at CTO and from 0.04 to 0.08 at CHS. 

The absolute peak values of µ lay between 0.09 and 0.23. Similarly to µ, the peak 

values of the friction-induced power varied between 1.4 W and 3.8 W. In seven out of 
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eight patients, the friction-induced power was greater during joint flexion than during 

joint extension, between 4% and 290%. Only one patient returned a lower value for 

friction-induced power during extension compared to joint flexion, with 21%. 

See also publication: Friction in Total Hip Joint Prosthesis Measured In Vivo 

    during Walking DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0078373 

 

The pattern of the bending moment Mneck at the femur neck during walking was 

nearly similar to that of the joint contact force, with two typical peak values. These 

peak values had the same average height of 3.5%BWm and acted at nearly the 

same times as those of Fres. The corresponding peak values of the torque Mstem 

around the stem axis were on average 1.7%BWm at CTO and 0.5%BWm at CHS. 

The second peak of Mstem was in all patients lower than the first one.  

During walking with crutches the 2 peak values of Fres were reduced on average by 

-16|-33% during 3-point gait, -11|-14% during 4-point gait, and -12|-14% during 2-

point gait. Related to joint contact force the bending moments in the implant neck at 

the instants of the two force peaks were also reduced by crutches. The average 

reductions were -19|-35% during a 3-point gait, -21|0% during 4-point gait, and -

10|+15% during 2-point gait. The corresponding reductions of the torque were 16%, 

11%, and 12%, while the maximum torque decreased by 19%, 21%, and 10% on 

average. However, the changes of torque and bending moments greatly depended 

on the investigated subject as well as on the method of crutch use.  

The reduction of the 2 maxima of Fres linearly depended on the synchronous 

contralateral crutch force. Coefficients of determination (R²) of 0.65|0.75 were 

calculated for 3-point gait, 0.74|0.62 for 4-point gait and 0.84|0.75 for 2-point gait. 

The regression lines revealed that the first force peak was reduced by 6|9|13%BW 

during 3-|4-|2-point gait if the contralateral force Fcrutch increased by 1%BW. For the 

second peak of Fres, the reductions for each 1%BW of the crutch force increase were 

6|11|12%BW. 

The reductions of joint contact forces in comparison to walking without crutches were 

highest during the first four weeks after surgery (Figure 9.2). One and four weeks 

post surgery, respectively, the force maximum was 21% and 8% lower than it was 

after three months. When compared to the initial values of the first week, crutch 

forces decreased by 28% in the fourth week and by 38% in the third month. Average 
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reductions of the joint load by more than 20% are only achieved during the first four 

weeks following surgery. 

 

Figure 9.2: Resultant peak joint force and simultaneous contralateral crutch force 

during 4-point gait over the post-operative time; average data from 7 subjects ±1 SD, 

logarithmic regression curves (from publication “In vivo hip joint loads during three 

methods of walking with forearm crutches”) 

 

See also publication: In vivo hip joint loads during three methods of walking with 

forearm crutches DOI: 10.1016/j.clinbiomech.2012.12.003 

 

The measurements during different physiotherapeutic exercises have shown that the 

joint contact forces Fres in all investigated patients were always lower than during 

walking, except during pelvis lifting with support only by ipsilateral leg. During this 

exercise the joint contact force was on average by up to 10% higher  compared to 

walking. The bending moment Mbend in the femoral neck also increased by about 10% 

during this exercise. However, the peak torque value Mtorsin the implant-bone-

interface was comparable to the values during walking. Nevertheless, it was 

observed that weight-bearing exercises caused the highest joint contact forces 
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among all exercises with peak values of up to 441%BW. During voluntary isometric 

contractions, the peak loads ranged widely and potentially reached high levels, 

depending on the intensity of the contraction. Furthermore, exercises with long lever 

arms and dynamic exercises are able to cause hip joint loads with values up to 50% 

higher than those during walking. 

See also publication: In vivo hip joint loading during post-operative 

physiotherapeutic exercises DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0077807 
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10. Discussion 

A previous study with only two patients [5] reported average hip contact forces during 

walking which were up to 20% lower than observed now. In the previous study the 

patients walked on a treadmill at 4 km/h, now they walked at 3.6 km/h on level 

ground. Another previous study [13] also investigated hip joint loads during free 

walking at velocities selected by the patient. In comparison to these in vivo 

measurements the differences of hip joint peak loads were only 5% lower.  

Throughout the swing phase of walking the lowest values of Fres lay between 35%BW 

and 40%BW. This finding conflicts with a fluoroscopic study [14], which investigated 

the separation of the hip joint surfaces in vivo. It was reported that the joint surfaces 

of the unloaded leg separated with a displacement of 3.3mm on average during one-

legged stance. However, a separation involves a total unloading of the hip joint, an 

effect which has never been observed in any of our patients. Because if this would 

have happened, fast changes in the directions of the resultant contact force or one of 

its components would have been observed during walking. 

As part of our work the unloading effect of forearm crutches during three different 

types of crutch use was investigated. Previous research on the possibility to reduce 

hip joint loading by crutches was performed analytical methods. However, these 

studies have shown large differences between the calculated load reductions. 

Sonntag et al. reported a joint load reduction up to 15% [15]. In contrast to that, other 

studies have postulated quite higher load reductions at the hip joint of up to 35% [16], 

15-20% [17] and 30-40% [18]. Unfortunately, all studies calculated the unloading of 

the hip joint only by indirect methods. In our study the hip joint load was measured in 

vivo during walking with different methods of crutch use. During walking with 4-point 

gait a maximum load reduction of 12% was measured. During 3-point gait the load 

reduction joint was only 5% better. It was shown that during walking with only one 

crutch used at the contralateral side (2-point gait), the load reduction of the hip joint 

was similar to 4-point gait (12% vs 13%). These results indicate that the possibility of 

forearm crutches to reduce hip joint loading is mostly overestimated.  

For the physiotherapeutic exercises it was shown that weight-bearing activities 

caused the highest loads. Furthermore, movements against resistance or loads 

acting at long lever arms caused high torsional moments. The forces during isometric 

contractions depend on the contraction intensity, which is rather influenced by the 
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personal motivation than by the maximal muscle strength. Certainly joint contact 

forces during physiotherapeutic exercises can be increased by unexpected muscle 

co-contractions. We conclude that when deciding between partial and full weight-

bearing exercises, physicians should consider the loads relative to those observed 

during walking. The data presented here should be used to optimise physiotherapy 

and post-operative treatment in order to enhance rehabilitation progress and 

minimise critical loads onto the implant or the femoral neck.  

The in vivo friction in artificial hip joints was now measured for the first time ever. It 

could be shown that current state of the art hip simulators mimic the in vivo friction 

conditions insufficiently. In many simulator studies the implants only moved in   the 

flexion-extension plane. It was now shown that the hip joint rotates around all axes 

during walking. Therefore abduction and adduction of the joint also have a significant 

influence on the friction conditions. Additionally, most in vitro friction studies applied a 

sinusoidal contact force, which not represents the physiological loading conditions 

with its two load peaks during walking. 

Beside the possibility to measure friction in vivo in total hip joint replacements, it was 

also possible for the first time to calculate the in vivo coefficient of friction during the 

entire gait cycle.  Because the hip joint moves around three axes during walking, the 

coefficient of friction was calculated using a three-dimensional approach. For this, the 

two-dimensional approach of Coulomb was used and transformed into a three-

dimensional approach. It could be ascertained that the coefficient of friction was not 

constant during joint movement but almost linearly increased during walking from 

heel strike to contralateral heel strike. During the extension phase the determined in 

vivo coefficient of friction was nearly similar to the coefficients reported in previous 

studies (0.02-0.06). This indicates that in vitro simulator studies provide realistic test 

conditions during joint extension. However, when the joint movement changed from 

extension into flexion, the in vivo coefficient of friction increased drastically with an 

average peak of 0.14 around the instant of ipsilateral toe off. In previous studies, 

similar high coefficients were only obtained for dry condition [19] with 

ceramic/polyethylene as gliding partners. This let us assume that the lubrication of 

artificial hip joints with ceramic/polyethylene changes in vivo from mixed to dry friction 

condition. However, this effect has not been described in the literature to date. Thus, 

it can be concluded that typical in vitro simulator studies are not able to confidently 

describe the in vivo acting conditions during the flexion phase. 
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By using individual in vivo measured friction moments and corresponding coefficients 

of friction, the friction-induced power caused by the friction force was determined for 

each patient. This power heats up the implant. This temperature increase is 

transferred to the surrounding tissue and may cause tissue damage, depending on 

the final temperature. Potentially, loosening of the implant may be triggered.  High 

temperatures may also destroy the macromolecules of the synovia, resulting in a 

further increase of joint friction.  

The friction-induced power has shown a great variability between individuals. 

Similarly inter-individual differences were observed in another study [20]. In these 

study the friction induced heating of the total hip joint replacement was measured in 

vivo during walking. Thus we hypothesize that the large variance of the friction-

induced power between the patients are eventually indicated by the individual 

synovial properties. However, the running-in effects of the gliding partner may 

depend on the individual physical activity levels of the patients and also attribute to 

these differences. The running-in effects and the expected decrease of friction in the 

joint over time following surgery will be part of a future study using the instrumented 

“T-Implant” (see publication: “High-tech hip implant for wireless temperature 

measurements in vivo” DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0043489). 
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11. Conclusion 

As part of the presented studies, in vivo joint loads and joint friction were measured 

simultaneously for the first time worldwide. Despite the small number of subjects and 

only one tribological pairing, this dataset presents an important scientific contribution 

to the understanding of in vivo loading of artificial hip joints. This exceptional insight 

into in vivo friction parameters of artificial hip joints will contribute to designing 

realistic parameters for in vitro implant testing. 

Friction variability between individuals will require further in vivo measurements within 

a larger patient group as well as with different pairings. It is suggested to perform 

such investigations with the presented ‘Hip Implant for Wireless Temperature 

Measurements’ (see publication: "High-tech hip implant for wireless temperature 

measurements in vivo" DOI:10.1371/journal.pone.0043489). 
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